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Citizens of the Year 2022
January is the time for acknowledging the contributions that local citizens make to our community. This
year, several well-deserved people were recognised by their respective cities. Greg Buchanan was named
as Citizen of the Year for Boroondara and a recipient of a Whitehorse Community Achievement Award. Bwe
Thay was awarded Citizen of the Year for Whitehorse. Terri Verberne was recognised as Citizen of the Year
for Maroondah. Go to page 3 for a report on people and groups recognised for various awards by their
municipality. The Australian Honours Awards are reported on page 4.

Greg Buchanan
Greg Buchanan’s work on
behalf of the local community
has been acknowledged by
Boroondara and Whitehorse
Council. It is unusual for an
individual to be acknowledged
by both in the same year, but
in Greg’s case this is entirely
fitting. His work on behalf of
community straddles both
municipalities. For over 12 months, his community
involvement has been focused on advocacy for the best
outcome for Surrey Hills and Mont Albert residents with
respect to the contentious level crossing removal project.
He has worked with both Councils, local politicians, the
LXRP, and community stakeholders, such involvement
demanding countless hours of his time. Greg’s awards
acknowledge the manner in which he respectfully
approaches the role of community advocacy.
For many years Greg has been a quietly committed
volunteer. He has assisted David Winter (of Bread Street
Mont Albert and the 2021 Whitehorse Citizen of the Year)
in a number of David’s charitable endeavours. He has
also been a long-time stalwart at the Royal Historical

An Election Year
of great importance
The year 2022 can be a turning point on the major
challenges confronting all Australians. The elections
at both the Federal and Victorian levels provide
an opportunity to stocktake where we have been,
identify what needs to change and build a community
conversation that transcends the narrowness of the
current political agenda. We cannot leave this job to
our current politicians who, in many cases, no longer
understand or feel obliged to implement the basic
principles of democracy.
A basic concept underlying democratic government is
that of public office as a public trust. This describes the
obligations and duties of those elected or appointed
to public office including members of parliament,
officials and others who discharge public duties to act
in the public interest. It is more than a legal notion, and
is usually interpreted as requiring a public officer to
advance the public interest, as opposed to personal
interests. The concept points to the importance of
probity in governance through adherence to ethical and
moral values such as honesty. integrity, rectitude, and
uprightness. It is the presence of procedural integrity with
high standards of ethical behaviour.

Society of Victoria, volunteering his time and expertise in
heritage planning matters.
Looking back to 2010, following the demolition of the
Surrey Hills Post Office, Greg played a pivotal role in reestablishing the Surrey Hills Progress Association, (now
Surrey Hills and Mont Albert Progress Association), and is
currently the President. He played a vital role in working
with Boroondara Council during the period of heritage
review of Surrey Hills and the subsequent establishment
of the heritage overlays now in place.
In 2015, Greg was also a lead figure in establishing
the Anzac Day Dawn Service in the Surrey Gardens.
From 2015-2018, he and others in the then Surrey Hills
Progress Association organised what has become a
highly valued annual community commemoration. His
involvement has continued since 2019 as part of a more
broadly-based community committee including the
Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre.
In announcing the 2022 Boroondara Citizen Awards,
Mayor Jane Addis said: “The City of Boroondara is most
fortunate to have in our community, many passionate
and hardworking citizens. Citizens who are dedicated
to assisting others and making a positive difference
in our local and broader communities. We’re proud
to acknowledge these outstanding individuals as role
models for the community”.
In recent times, particularly at
the Federal level we have seen
a litany of examples where this
principle and these values are
ignored. The list is long: the Federal
Government’s haphazard response
to the COVID pandemic has
prioritised the economy over the
broader interests of the community;
grant funding has become a
cornucopia for buying votes with no integrity; moves to
circumscribe the activities of accountability mechanisms
by starving them of resources, stacking them with
inexpert fellow travellers and ignoring their reports and
recommendations happen with impunity.
The debacle surrounding the Federal Government’s
response to the COVID pandemic is writ large in their
handling of their responsibilities in the aged care sector.
The death toll, the lack of staffing and funding resources,
and the abysmally low rates of full vaccination of
residents and staff should be matters of shame for the
responsible Minister, and the whole Government.
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In accepting the award Greg said “I see this award as
Council appreciating the value of community groups
including planning and activist type groups like ours.
I believe it is really important for such groups to act
constructively and show respect while advocating
strongly for what the group believes in and cares
about”. Greg dedicated this award to his mother whose
compassion and commitment to others has always
been an inspiration to him. He is congratulated on these
awards which acknowledge his significant contribution to
both Surrey Hills and Mont Albert.

Bwe Thay
Bwe Thay has made
outstanding contributions
through his volunteer work with
Australia’s multicultural and
new and emerging communities
and has been named Citizen of
the Year by Whitehorse Council.
His advocacy has informed
policy and programs at a
federal, state and local level
and improved services offered to migrants. His leadership
is also very hands-on and practical.
Through the pandemic, Bwe has worked long hours to
make sure our multicultural communities were supported
with food relief, information, mental health assistance and
outreach events. Prior to arriving in Australia in 2009, Bwe
lived in a refugee camp on the Thai-Burma border. While
in the camp he established an educational program to
improve the employment prospects of fellow refugees. He
has been part of many community groups and is currently
Vice-President of the Communities’ Council on Ethnic
Issues (Eastern Region) Inc.

Implementation of the 2019 election promises to build car
parks at railway stations is now being examined by the
City of Boroondara. Reports suggest that, if the project
at the Camberwell Railway Station goes ahead with the
funding commitment as is, it could cost $222,222 per
space. The Minister for Infrastructure disputes this figure
claiming the project would cost about $13 million with
each space costing $142,000. Many would see even
this lower amount as an expensive exercise unlikely to
achieve any reduction in local traffic congestion.
In the dying days of the current Federal Government,
it has dissipated its energy on a bill likely to increase
discrimination against vulnerable members of the
community and failed to deliver on its promise to
implement an Integrity Commission. The model they have
been playing about with is widely criticised by the legal
community and transparency experts, who have argued it
is overly secretive and lacks teeth.
With Federal elections due before the end of May, we
plan to devote part of our April edition to responses to
key questions or issues from all the candidate who wish
to contribute.
You will notice that we have several articles about
those most wonderful community assets, trees. Along
with many others, we were saddened to learn that
the mature ironbark tree in Lorne Parade Reserve
which has housed families of tawny frogmouths for at
least the last 25 years, was felled as part of the Level
Crossing Removal Project.
Our next edition will be in mid-April, by which time
we are likely to be in the midst of a Federal election
campaign. Help us build greater awareness of the
issues by providing content to us about what matters
to you.
Submissions for the 11th edition of Eastsider News
are due no later than 25 March. See the guidelines for
submissions on page 16.
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Joni Mitchell – Blue (Reprise)
It’s not all gloom, either. Carey or A Case Of You
(“I could drink a case of you and still be on my feet”)
brim over with joyous abandon.

– Mike Daly
Joni Mitchell’s Blue was
not only a confessional
masterpiece, but her
groundbreaking 1971
album struck an emotional
chord with tens of millions
of music lovers and has set an almost unattainable
artistic benchmark for generations of aspiring singersongwriters.

Mitchell (born Roberta Joan Anderson in Canada)
survived childhood polio and in 2015 suffered a brain
aneurism. Now the nine-time Grammy winner is often
confined to a wheelchair and no longer performs in
public, but she is a prolific painter and environmental
campaigner (Big Yellow Taxi, inspired by thoughtless
Hawaiian development was prescient).

More to the point, the 78-year-old musician’s songs have
featured recently in several concert tributes, including
at Washington’s Kennedy Centre Honours ceremony
and at New York’s Carnegie Hall (where Brandi Carlisle
performed the entire Blue song list). Carlisle, a huge
admirer, also delivered a stellar version of Mitchell’s 1969
hit, Big Yellow Taxi, at the Kennedy Honours concert.

Blue still occupies a special personal space, where lyrics
like “I am on a lonely road and I’m travelling, travelling,
travelling” or the homesickness of River and California
resonate to this day. Her poetry, coupled with unusual
guitar tuning, create a unique listening experience. It’s
also worth noting her studio helpers included James
Taylor and Steven Stills.

Some music can hit you with uncanny synchronicity and
I first heard Mitchell’s conflicted emotional themes in
Blue (written in Europe after she separated from husband
Chuck Mitchell, a US folksinger) at a complicated time in
my own life.

Soon after her 1967 divorce, she moved to California’s
Laurel Canyon – a musical melting pot where she was
part of a circle that included David Crosby, Graham
Nash and Neil Young. And the songs began pouring
out: from Both Sides Now to The Circle Game and
Woodstock. But she refused to be typecast and began
combining jazz idioms and working with stellar artists
such as Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock and bassists
Charles Mingus and Jaco Pastorius.
Joni Mitchell‘s voice may be silenced but her music
and art continue to have a life of their own. Listening
again to Blue 50 years on, I am still astounded by her
extraordinary abilities.

Mike Daly is a local resident and a widely experienced and well-known journalist with a keen ear and eye on the music scene. He can be contacted at mikedaly35@gmail.com

Tiger

– Corinne Fenton

Illustration by
Marjory Gardner

From the Editors

Walk gently
creep lightly
on velvet-padded feet
about the green
of your mini jungle
protected from poachers
a disappearing rainforest
and extinction

It is essential to both economic development and the
development of society’s quality of life. It does not,
however provide the same opportunities for glory that
some politicians want with launching a new freeway or
rail link.

Part of the inevitable jostling that goes on with every
election at all levels of government are promises to build
big, shiny new bits of physical infrastructure. Roads,
bridges, railways and similar big and expensive transport
infrastructure announcables, many without a solid
business case are particularly favoured. Little concern,
however is given to how these projects contribute to the
social infrastructure of a city or region.

Because its contribution can often be overlooked and
not fully understood, its funding can be easily cut
without much blowback. How many people determined
their vote in response to savage cutbacks to the
national broadcaster? What about the absence of any
systematic support for the arts industry, the attacks on
our universities, the lack of adequate resources in many
of our public schools that have crippled their capacity to
help our communities cope with the destructive social
aspects of the pandemic? Where would we all be without

Social infrastructure comprises a wide range of things.
It includes the facilities for delivering services such as
healthcare, education, and housing; the places where we
come to meet and celebrate our culture and strengthen
our connections with people and the world around us.

No bars
no predators
no fears
It’s not freedom
but sometimes freedom
comes with a price tag
and for you
the risk and the price
is too high.

Walk gently
creep lightly
on velvet-padded feet
about the green
of your mini jungle
Stay safe
elusive master
with your secrets.

our favourite local coffee shop and the welcome we get
when we go there?
In his book, ‘Palaces for the People’, the sociologist Eric
Klinenberg makes the argument that a whole range of
physical and institutional infrastructures are crucial for the
development and maintenance of social connections. He
points to the role places such as libraries, parks, sports
facilities, schools, and community centres play in making
a good city and recognising the critical contribution they
make to the social life of cities.
In this election year, we need to resist the seductive
blandishments of glittering new infrastructure projects
such as car parks at rail stations and demand more
funding for those facilities and projects that strengthen
the social infrastructure of our communities.
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Whitehorse
Australia Day
Civic Awards 2022
Congratulations to all the winners of Whitehorse
Australia Day Civic Awards, which were presented
at an online ceremony on Australia Day this year.
The winners include the Citizen of the Year,
Bwe Thay mentioned on page 1.

Sport and Recreation Award

Box Hill Rugby Union Football Club
Box Hill Rugby Union Football Club’s Time/Out program,
a free all-female and non-rugby six week program,
attracted a wider group of women in the community to
become more physically active. After researching female
participation trends in Victoria, the Club developed a
ground-breaking program to address the gender-based
number gap. The program registered 32 participants
and helped provide confidence, physical and mental
wellbeing, skill development and overcome fears.

Whitehorse Young Citizen of the Year

Whitehorse Community Achievement Awards

Olivia Gargano

Alan Close

Olivia is a very accomplished athlete in Karate and both
Inline and Ice Hockey. She has many achievements
under her belt which is impressive given her young age
of 12 years. She is currently a Black Belt in Karate and
working towards her 1st Dan. Olivia is also a Goaltender
for Inline and Ice Hockey. In 2021, she was selected to
represent Victoria at a national level for Karate and Inline
Hockey nationals.

Alan has been an extremely active and enthusiastic
committee member of the Whitehorse Arts Association
for the past 23 years. He has also served on the
committee as President and Vice-President and produced
253 copies of the monthly association magazine. From
2000 onwards, he organised at least two art shows a year
and volunteers at monthly demonstration afternoons.
Alan also played a pivotal role in keeping members
together and connected during the pandemic.

“The gift of giving hope, strength and knowledge
to empower your community is a precious gift.
Boroondara is growing stronger and becoming
more vibrant post-COVID lockdowns because our
180,000 strong community share, and work on a
key goal, which is to continue living in harmony”.
See our report on page 1.

Joint Young Citizens of the Year.
Boroondara’s Citizen of the Year is Greg Buchanan

Boroondara Australia Day
Awards 2022
Congratulations to all Boroondara citizens
recognised for their exceptional contributions to
the community at a ceremony at the Hawthorn
Arts Centre. Mayor Cr Jane Addis commented

Maroondah
Australia Day
Awards 2022
Maroondah’s most inspirational community
members were honoured at an Australia Day
event held at Ringwood Lake Park on Wednesday
26 January. Councillor Mike Symon, Mayor of
Maroondah, announced the 2022 Citizen of the
Year, Young Citizen of the Year and Community
Event of the Year during a special awards
ceremony, where 57 people also received their
Australian citizenship.

Citizen of the Year
Terri Verberne

Terri Verberne was recognised as the 2022 Citizen
of the Year for her incredible service, leadership and
volunteering in the community. Terri proudly accepted
the award on behalf of all of those who volunteer with
Scouting and Lawn Bowls in the Maroondah community.
“Volunteering is something that I have done since my
teens. The fantastic thing about volunteering is that you
meet people coming together for a common cause but
often with so many different experiences/skill sets. We all
benefit from that shared experience,” said Terri. Terri has
contributed 20 plus years of service to Scouts Victoria,
including five years as Maroondah District Commissioner.

Have a laugh
– Peter Peter

Out in the back blocks, near the Black Stump, a farmer’s
wife goes into labour in the middle of the night. The
doctor is called out to assist in the delivery and being a
pretty rough outfit there’s no power. So the doctor hands
a torch to Peter Peter the husband and says “Hold this so
I can see what I’m doing. Soon, a baby boy comes

Rhea Werner

At just 15 years of age, Rhea has founded a national
non-profit collective, is a member of the Boroondara
Youth Council and is contributing to driving researchbacked legislative change with Harvard University in
the United States. Motivated to give a voice to those
who suffer from the often stigmatised issue of eating
disorders, Rhea is an inspirational role model in her work
to create awareness and enact tangible changes to help
young people. Her work is testimony to a true leader with
the ability to engage, inspire and educate.

Young Citizen of the Year
Lily Van Sui Cer Kingbawl

Lily Van Sui Cer Kingbawl was awarded Young Citizen of
the Year for her passion and commitment to supporting
the broader Maroondah community. “I love being able
to connect with people and learn different perspectives
from different groups of people,” Lily said. Lily is an
active member in Council’s Youth Services programs
and is involved in Eastern Access Community Health’s
campaigns to raise awareness of safety over the
continued effects of the pandemic. “I also want to
encourage young people to get out of their comfort zone
and connect with our wider communities. There are so
many things we can do to make our community safe
and better,” said Lily. Lily is strongly connected to her
Chin (Myanmar) culture and is a Chin Cultural Liaison,
supporting many young Chin students and their families.

Ben and Jane Frawley
In 2019, Ben and Jane set up Mitcham Community
Meal to provide weekly meals to those in need. They
organise rosters of volunteers and businesses to cater
to 50 to 60 people each week. Not only do they offer
meals, they also source other items to assist community
members. During the pandemic, they went to great effort
to ensure meals could still be provided. Ben and Jane
were nominated together but each received an individual
Community Achievement Award.

Adult Girl Guide Leaders
– Whitehorse District Girl Guides
Forty-three Girl Guide leaders in the Whitehorse
District were instrumental in developing a program to
engage members during the pandemic. The leaders
learnt how to use online platforms and encouraged
members to participate in innovative programs such
as virtual camps, overnight stays and interactive
weekly meetings. By continuing to provide a Girl
Guide program during the past two years, these
leaders have contributed to the positive mental
health of young people in Whitehorse and kept our
communities connected.

Belinda Battey
Belinda’s dedication to others is no better exemplified
than in her role as the volunteer live-in manager of
Servants Community Housing, an organisation that
supports women experiencing long-term mental health
issues and survivors of domestic violence. Belinda
(pictured third from left) has an extraordinary focus and
passion to support young people and those in desperate
need. On top of leading youth camps and working as a
carer, Belinda manages a full-time study load.

Special commendation to
Amanda Donohoe
Servants Community Housing CEO Amanda
Donohoe for her years of dedication to creating
safe, loving communities by providing support to
the hundreds of Boroondara citizens experiencing
homelessness.

Looking to update
your kitchen or
bathroom?
We design + build affordable custom built kitchens and bathrooms
using sustainable, non-toxic materials to ensure your new kitchen
or bathroom is not only beautiful and functional, but also safe for
your family and the environment.

Community Event of the Year
The Ringwood Eisteddfod

The Ringwood Eisteddfod was one of the very few
community competition events able to take place in 2021.
With a large span of awards in performing arts as well
as music, the Eisteddfod provided the opportunity for
over 700 community members to participate. “Receiving
the Australia Day Award certainly was a boost to the
Eisteddfod team and they are exceedingly grateful to the
Maroondah Mayor, Councillors, CEO and staff for making
such a magic event possible,” Eisteddfod president,
Bernie Capicchiano, said.
screaming into the world and the husband goes to put the
torch down to embrace his newborn son.
“Hang on Peter Peter”, says the doctor. “Don’t put the
torch down I think there’s another one to come”. Sure
enough, a few minutes later a little baby girl comes along.
Peter Peter goes to put the torch down again, but the doc
says “Whoa! As you were. It looks like there is another
one in there.” Within minutes there is another bouncing
baby boy. Peter Peter finally puts the torch down, scratch
his head and ask the doctor “Do you think it could be the
light that’s attracting them?”

To book a FREE consultation to discuss a solution that fits your
home, your budget and your lifestyle contact us at Email - eco1kitchens@iinet.net.au
Paul - 0420 929 003

Birgit - 0428 881 901

290 Canterbury Road, Surrey Hills, VIC 3127

ECO1KITCHENS.COM.AU
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Salmon Fillets
with Black Bean Dressing

– Elizabeth Chong

A contemporary Chinese dish, unlike traditional Chinese dishes. I feel
this dish works best when served on individual plates. With the lovely
pink salmon highlighted with the lush black bean dressing, and served
with a fresh garden salad, this is the best of the East and the West.

Ingredients:

For the black bean dressing

4 fresh salmon pieces
¼ tsp salt
¼ tsp pepper
shaosing rice wine
(Chinese rice wine)
2 tbs olive oil

1½ tbs black beans
1 fresh small red chilli pepper
2 cloves garlic
2 slices ginger

Preparation:
Salt and pepper the salmon, then splash a little shaosing
rice wine over the fillets and allow to stand while you
make the dressing.
To prepare the dressing, place the black beans in a
bowl, rinse in a small amount of cold water, then drain
off the water. Using the back of a spoon, squash the
beans (apply only light force and avoid smashing them
into a paste).

Blackburn Men’s

Walk and Talk
– Richard Kaser
Blackburn Men’s Walk and Talk is a new regular walking
group for men. Twice a month on a Saturday morning,
men meet outside Blackburn railway station. They start
by walking to Blackburn Lake Sanctuary and along
Blackburn Creeklands before returning to the Village for
an optional post-walk coffee and chat. In this article, I
explain some of the reasons why I decided to partner
with Koonung Cottage Community House to establish
this group.
I have always enjoyed walking. The rhythmic process
of putting one foot in front of the other helps dull my
ruminating thoughts. Thoughts that circle and circle
around over worries about what I have or haven’t done
or from imagining things that could (but in fact hardly
ever do) happen. Thoughts that I know if left to run their
course will make me increasingly anxious. Walking also
has an added advantage for me these days in that I’m
not tempted to check news feeds, emails or posts. At
home I find it all too easy to be drawn into the rewards of
a dopamine hit at the expense of rising cortisol levels that
only further increase my anxiety levels.

½ tsp sugar
¼ cup light soy sauce
1 tbs olive oil
¼ cup light chicken stock

For the garnish

½ cup spring onion, shredded
1 cup chopped coriander
(use mainly the leaves)
1 small red chilli pepper,
washed and sliced finely

Slice the red chilli lengthwise, remove the seeds and
slice finely. Add the chillies, garlic, and ginger to the
black beans. Also add the sugar, light soy sauce, and
one tablespoon of the olive oil. Put to one side.

Cooking
Heat 2 tablespoons of the olive oil in a non-stick frying
pan over moderate heat. Slide into the salmon skin-side
down and pan fry for one or two minutes.

Apart from helping my mental health, I also feel physically
better from the exercise walking brings me. While medical
research shows there are many physical health benefits
to be gained, the benefits I notice most from regular
walks are increased stamina, improved balance, muscle
strength and reduced body fat.
Combining walking with being in nature takes my
experience to a new level. Now my focus starts to really
shift from my chosen Worry of the Day to what’s going
on around me and I feel more relaxed and happier. That
focus is sometimes as simple as watching where I am
walking so I don’t roll my ankle but often extends out
further. For example, it may be taking interest in what bird
that might be singing, the pattern of shadows being cast
across the path or the smells of the bush.

While I often walk alone, some of my most treasured
experiences have been on group walks. But not all
group walk experiences are the same. If group members
remain immersed in what I refer to as ‘pub conversation’
on a walk I experience limited benefits. It feels to me
like walking side by side with a living news feed. Once

Turn and cook for a further three or four minutes on
the other side, until tender. Remove to a plate and
keep warm. Sauté the black bean mixture in the
same frying pan over a moderate heat for one or two
minutes. Now add the light chicken stock and allow to
simmer for a further minute. Place the salmon fillet on
each serving plate. Spoon on some of the black bean
dressing and garnish with spring onion, coriander, and
a few slices of chilli.

group members start to bring their focus to their natural
surroundings and each other, I find I can experience
greater happiness, relaxation and reduction in anxiety
than from walking alone.
John Donne reminded us 400 years ago that “no
man is an island entire of itself”. As much as I might
feel I should be able to live my life without needing
to seek help from others (borne out, for example,
in my general reluctance to ask directions, read an
instruction manual or seek timely medical advice), I do
need others in my life. And whether I try to ignore it
or not, the poet was simply reminding us that we are
all connected to each other, and that connection is
important for our individual wellbeing and the health of
our community.
But I don’t find making connections with others
an easy thing to do. Men are experts in being men
so should in theory have great potential to really
understand each other. It’s just that there is often this
subtle underlying sense of competition in the way we
present to each other, only wanting to admit to issues
that can be fixed with a trip to Bunnings. It takes
time and opportunity for me to build trust with other
men and for us both to feel safe enough to lower our
defences and connect.
So, it was with all these thoughts and experiences in
mind that Blackburn Men’s Walk and Talk was formed.
A regular walk in nature with other men where trust and
connections can be developed and maintained. If you
would like to join us on our walks then find out more at
the following link: http://www.koonungcottage.org.au/
walk-and-talk.html
Richard Kaser, Blackburn resident

Australian Honours and Awards
Were you like many Australians who woke up on Australia
Day wondering who had got a gong this year? Were you
puzzled at some of the choices, delighted at others or
disappointed that your best mate didn’t get one despite
all your efforts to sing their praises? We at Eastsider News
want to acknowledge those people in our local community
who were recognised for their outstanding service and
contributions to making Australia a better place. While
some are well-known, most are unsung heroes.
We scanned the lists and noticed quite a number of
people from our area who were recognised for their
achievements and service. Mr Graeme Tuckwell and
Mrs Louise Tuckwell were awarded an Officer of the
Order of Australia for their distinguished service through
their philanthropic support of education scholarships.
People who received Member of the Order of Australia
awards included
• Mr John Curtin for his work in oral and maxillofacial
surgery, to dentistry, and to professional associations.
• Dr Catherine Duncan for her contributions to medicine
in the field of obstetrics and gynaecology, and to
professional associations.
• Professor Prudence Francis for her medical research
in the field of oncology, and to education.
• Mr Thomas Fricke for his contributions to engineering,
to professional societies, and to the community
4
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• Mr David Haintz for his service to financial planning,
to business, and to the community.
• Dr Lawrence Ingvarson for service to education,
to research, and to pedagogy.
• Mr Morris Stuart for his service to the Indigenous
community, and to choral music
Amongst those who received a Medal of the Order
of Australia were:
• Mrs Nathalie Cook for service to dietetics.
• Mr John Coppock for his contribution to the
pharmacy profession
• Mr Graham Foard for his work in the community
of Balwyn North.
• Mrs Gwenda Foard for her service to the community
of Balwyn North.
• Mr Neil Shields for service to the community through
social welfare organisations.
• Mr Ronald Smith for his contributions to the media
and communications sector
• Mrs Lynda Trembath for service to community health.
We offer our congratulations to all these worthy recipients
and apologise if we have overlooked others who have
been recognised. Remember, these people received
recognition because someone decided to nominate
them. So, if you know someone you think should be
acknowledged for their achievements or service to the
community, write to the Office of the Official Secretary
of the Government General and tell them

LOCAL TRADIES
Don't miss out!

Small adverts are now
available just $50
contact us at eastsidernews1@gmail.com

There are a number of gravel paths – easy on the paws –
following both sides of Gardiners Creek (the bushland is
quite idyllic, the creek not so much). It is a good walk to
try on a hot day as there is lots of shade. Just remember
to be wary of snakes. Even if your two-leggeds ignore the
“on-leash” signs I’d stick to the paths if I were you. Of
course, this limits your sniffing somewhat, unfortunately.

My favourite walks
– Maximillian von Schnauzer

Hi, my fellow four-leggeds, how are you?
As I write this it’s hot, hot, hot. I’m not a fan of this
weather. (Oops, another pun has crept in. Mum won’t be
pleased). Did you know that two-leggeds actually sweat
through their skin to cool down? Ugh. Whereas we, more
tastefully, release heat through our nose and paw pads.
And how come they still haven’t figured out where the
coolest parts of the house are? They rely on
that chilly breezy thing.
But I have something more concerning
than the weather to share with you. CATS.
Yes, it’s finally happened. A cat has joined
our extended family. Surely, I was more
than enough to provide unconditional
love, exercise buddy, stress reliever and
conversation starter. But no, it seems I’m
not. I admit the little upstart is cute, but
really. How the two-leggeds do go on! And when it visits,
I am locked in a room. The indignity! In my own home!

Paw Notes for two-leggeds:

Making space

AND they expect me to
befriend this usurper.
Really? Would you? My
final word on the subject is
to misquote Shakespeare
– “The cat might mew, but
this dog will have his day”.
Before I become any more
indignant, I’d better get on
with the walk.
It is called the Blackburn
Bushland Corridor
and it runs between
Middleborough Rd and
Springvale Rd, taking in
Blackburn Lake. It can
be quite a hike if you wish, but there are lots of side
entrances/exits that allow you to shorten it. (See the Paw
Notes below, for a map and other information).
https://walkingmaps.com.au/walk/3905

furniture refurbishing for women

Trentwood Community
House, located in
Balwyn North, is
excited to announce
that we have created
a new woodworking
space for women in
Boroondara.
“Making space:
furniture refurbishing for women” will be
a place where skills and knowledge can
be freely shared each Saturday afternoon.
Our wonderful teacher, Hayley Nicole will
share her experience and passion in offering
women the chance to come together in a
fun and welcoming environment. It will be
an opportunity to be creative, learn new

skills, such as wood and metal working,
and build the confidence to handle all
kinds of tools and machinery safely.
Groups will be small to allow plenty of time
for individual support.
Hayley’s vision is to create a makerspace
for women. “I see it as a space where
skills, knowledge and connection can be
freely shared. It will go beyond the finer
arts and into woodworking, furniture,
leather, metalwork and upholstery. The list
of lost trades is endless. Even just how to
maintain and sharpen tools is so important,
and knowledge is often held by previous
generations. Women can learn how to
sand, repair, rebuild and repaint in a relaxed
space. Making helps us process the

Level Crossing
Removal Update
Union Road decking

At a Special Council Meeting in December 2021,
Boroondara Council considered the question of
potential decking of Union Road, to follow the
removal of the Surrey Hills level crossing. The
Mayor, Cr Jane Addis subsequently wrote to the
President of the Surrey Hills Progress Association,
Greg Buchanan to inform him of the decisions
they had taken at that meeting.

Your two-leggeds might like to research the area a
little before you head off. Dad inevitably found his
‘compulsory’ information panel. This one was about the
site of an “Open-air School” that was set up in 1915 for
inner-city children in poor health. They would travel each
day by train to Blackburn, where the schooling would
be supplemented with nutritious food and an afternoon
deckchair nap in the sun. The Education department
closed the project in 1964.

Max.

PS: Don’t take it personally.
The kookaburras aren’t
laughing at you.

Trentwood Community House
stresses of life in a creative way, and timber
is a robust medium. Every piece we remake
is a kindness to our planet. I would love to
show you how to create a home you love
with your own hands.”.
For further information, or to contact
Hayley please visit Facebook or Instagram
@hayleynicoleandco
Join Hayley for our Makerspace Introductory
day on Saturday 5 March 2.30pm to 4.30pm
at Access Health and Community
41 Wetherby Road, Doncaster Vic.
Admission cost $10
Bookings can be made through www.
trybooking.com/BWBJQ or you can contact
us at Trentwood Community House on 9006
6590. Proof of vaccination will be required.

In her letter to Mr Buchanan, the Mayor
noted that the decking of Union Road
across the rail trench “… is an important
opportunity to knit together the north and
south sides of Union Road shopping centre
and to provide a spacious, unconstrained
public realm for everyone to move through”.
She commented that it had the potential “…
to ensure the LXRP leaves a significant and
positive legacy for the current and future
Surrey Hills generations”.
Boroondara has resolved to seek funding
from the State Government of $2 million

Bill Chandler

The Jellis Craig Neighbour Village Award was established
in 2021 to recognise individuals or groups that have
worked to foster engagement and inclusivity in one
of the nine villages in Boroondara. The award targets
individuals or groups that are considered local heroes
for their voluntary work in their local community. The
announcement that Bill had been recognised with this
award was made early in February 2022.

Please say hello if you see me around. I’m black and
silver with a red collar.

• https://blackburncreeklands.wordpress.com/

Jellis Craig
Neighbourhood Village
Award 2021:
The members of the Eastsider News team are delighted
that the driving force behind this crazy brave project
to publish a local community newspaper, Bill Chandler
has been recognised yet again for his enormous
achievements and contribution to his community.

As you would expect, the two-leggeds had to have their
coffee fix. This time at one of the cafés in Salisbury St
near Laburnum Station. Alas, I missed out on my treat.

To us, Bill is truly a hero. His indefatigable energy and
capacity to bring people together to create something
of great benefit to their local community is legendary. A
networker extraordinaire, Bill has the ability to encourage
and support people around him to do more than they
ever thought possible.
He is both a dreamer with ideas of what is possible and
an extremely practical man who makes things happen.
This combination is reflected in his life’s work as a
town planner and architect working in the field and as
an academic. It was in 1978 that he took on the role of
community advocate to overturn the then Country Roads
Board proposal to build a flyover for cars and trucks.

to towards the construction of a 15 metrewide decking across the rail trench in
Union Road. The Council will also offer
$2 million towards the project and accept
on-going maintenance liabilities for surface,
landscape features and furnishing aspects
of the decking.
It will also seek to identify a suitable,
alternative area to that affected by this
proposal and support its rezoning to public
open space. It will also seek clarification
on two related drainage assets affected by
this project.

This was intended to link Warrigal Road to Union Road,
at Holy Trinity Church. His advocacy ensured the heart
of Surrey Hills survived and the now vibrant, village feel
of the Union Road shopping centre became possible.
Since then, he has taken on and successfully implemented
many other initiatives. He was a decisive force behind
the establishment of the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood
Centre and has been on its management committee for
many years. He has edited and published the Surrey Hills
Neighbourhood News for the last 40 years.
In 2014, Bill was awarded the Medal of the Order of
Australia for services to design and planning. Throughout
his career, he has held several key positions including
working on the early stages of the Docklands precinct, as
co-founder of the Urban Design Forum, and a president
and life fellow of the Planning Institute of Australia. It
is only now, after much the same number of years that
he has given up editing and publishing the Planning
Institute’s monthly magazine.
Thank you, Bill for all you have done for our local
communities and for Eastsider News. You bring
persistence, bonhomie, flair, a delightful touch of humour
and leadership to whatever you set yourself to achieve.
And thank you to Bill’s wife Ros who has been an
unwavering support behind Bill.
Eastsider News — No.10 February 2022
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Youth Parliament Bills cast doubt over direction
of Australia's 2022 curricular reforms
– Selina Zhang
As the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting
Authority (ACARA) prepares to release its revised national
curriculum in the coming months, it is worth questioning
whether these reforms will improve representation of the
student voice and perspective.
These concerns have been highlighted by Victoria's
2021 Youth Parliament Bills, four of which were aimed at
reforming and expanding the state's education curriculum.
The Mandatory Auslan LOTE, Neurodiversity Education,
Compulsory First Nations Education and Reconciliation
Plan Bills all sought to make primary and secondary
education more inclusive, accessible and connective.
Not only have these four Bills illuminated longstanding
deficiencies in both the state and national curriculum, but,
as products of student collaboration and engagement,
have also called into question whether ACARA's revisions
are truly reflective of the education Australian students
wish to receive.
According to ACARA's program of research, "the overall
finding… is that there is no need, nor support for, a major
overhaul of the F-10 Australian Curriculum, but there
is broad-based recognition that the current curriculum
needs refining, updating and 'decluttering' to better
support teachers with implementation."

This focus on efficiency is in direct contrast to the
objectives of curricular diversification proposed by
2021’s Youth Parliament Bills. For example, Korin
Gamadji Institute's Compulsory First Nations Education
Bill aimed to "add First Nations' education into the
Victorian curriculum," due to the current content being
"whitewashed and lacking information and history relating
to Australia's First Nations peoples."
What these Bills therefore show is that, while wellintentioned, the curriculum reform process is not
according enough precedence to the socio-cultural
values held by Australian students.
Further, although concerns over an already crammed
curriculum are duly acknowledged, with Youth Governor
Kergen Angel reflecting on the difficulties in identifying
what issues should take priority in a contemporary
education setting, it is nonetheless clear that the
aspirations and aims of students need to play a more
central role in the review system.
"So many young people don't get the opportunity to
dictate where and what their learning should be like under
our current mainstream model of education… schools are
being seen and treated by the government as a place in

“Commuter” Car Parks

service is currently not very well known or utilised, could
run more frequently, be better known and supported.

– Peter Lynch

Thus, existing transport infrastructure gives exceptional
capacity for accessing these stations without using a
car, for the benefit of all and could be further improved if
access to train travel is really the issue.

in Eastern Suburbs Communities
Inquiries continue about improper
allocations from the Urban
Congestion Fund associated with
2019 Coalition election promises.
The Auditor General has been highly
critical of the payment of $42 million
up front to Maroondah Council for
four train station car parks in the Federal seat of Deakin
before any had been properly assessed.

I recently attended Canterbury Car Park Residents Group
meetings which reflect increasing community concern.
Funding originates from 2019 election pledges by the
current Kooyong Federal Member, Josh Frydenberg.
There was no substantial systemic planning basis for
car parks in any Federal seats, including Kooyong, at
the time of the 2019 election. All subsequent external
independent reviews have confirmed this. Councils such
as Glen Eira and Bayside have effectively determined
their proposed car parks have no genuine planning basis.
Boroondara Council so far has not got to this point. But
they should.
Mr Frydenberg has invoked “discussions” with
Boroondara Council -clearly highly anecdotal at best –
for these car parks which he said “will get cars off the
road”. Actually they will do the opposite!
The Senate Finance & Public Administration in November
2021 heard evidence from many experts highly critical
of this inappropriate use of public funds. University of
Melbourne transport expert John Stone stated “the car
park funds in inner and middle suburban stations are
simply going to increase congestion in those areas”.
Both the distinctive Glenferrie precinct and the charming
village atmosphere of Maling Road will be lost if hundreds
of extra cars are attracted into these small delicate areas.
Glenferrie is exceptionally well serviced by intersecting
trams and trains. Canterbury station is well serviced
by a park and ride North – South bus which runs from
Doncaster through to Camberwell station. This bus

Boroondara Council has little knowledge, interest or
indeed responsibility for these aspects of the transport
system. The “post hoc” “Feasibility Study” does not
even mention these options. Some of the feasibility study
documentation actually refers to Federal funds being
allocated as “commuter” car parks but admits these are
really “precinct” car parks. “Park and Ride” Schemes
(“Commuter Car Parks”) are the responsibility of the State
Transport Ministry who are building 20,000 such spaces
in appropriate locations. None are planned for Kooyong.
Nor should they be.

which the education system should only do education,"
Kergen argued.
Consequently, ACARA's focus on "content refinement
within the existing structure and dimensions of the
Australian Curriculum" illustrates how student input on
what they believe the parameters of their education and
schooling should be is largely disregarded.
Not only does this approach disempower students
by preventing them from challenging, and critically
engaging with, the content they are taught, but, as
Kergen asserted, it also "adds to the burden [of] teachers
themselves to teach a curriculum that doesn't necessarily
match the experience or the reality of the students that
they're teaching to."
The Bills of 2021's Victorian Youth Parliament have
ultimately disclosed tensions between different
visualisations of what the ideal Australian education
experience should look like. While streamlining the
teaching and learning process may be important, there
should be much greater focus on promoting youth-led
change, and foregrounding the perspectives of those
most directly impacted by curricular reforms – our
students.
Selina Zhang is majoring in Media and
Communications at the University of Melbourne,
and was a 2021 Youth Press Gallery Journalist.
local community are rightly upset. It seems it will need
planning approval from the Minister for Planning under
the Planning Act. This may not eventuate.
Any Boroondara rate payer and Kooyong voter who
considers these issues would surely conclude the Council
should not be playing along with these ill-conceived
schemes. On the eve of a Federal election, they should
take the lead of the Glen Eira and Bayside Councils and
not attempt to proceed in this unwise fashion.
The whole sorry saga should be put on hold. Projects
should subsequently be subjected to rigorous
independent environmental and planning scrutiny
involving relevant levels of government especially the
State Transport Ministry. There is little doubt of what the
outcome of such a proper process would be.
Dr Peter Lynch Federal Labor Candidate for Kooyong,
Hawthorn

These schemes only have a planning basis in outer
suburbs such as Ringwood or Croydon. Yet, no funds
allocated to distant suburbs in the west and north and
outer south east. Recent Public Transport utilisation
figures show a regrettable drop of 46% in train
commuting due to pandemic related public hesitancy.
Any previously suggested rationale (there was little) for
these schemes has evaporated.
The issue for the 2022 Federal election is that public
funds have been allocated in an improper manner.
Accountability experts, such as the former NSW auditor
General, have suggested that these allocations would be
referred to a Federal Integrity Commission, if there was
one. The Coalition Government has avoided establishing
a Commission for over 3 years. Federal Labor will
establish an Anti-Corruption Commission. It will honour
any existing contracts that have been let but apart from
that, there are a no guarantees.
These 2019 election commitments lacked any proper
process or involvement with State Authorities. The
State has control of the immediate lands near stations.
For good reasons it is not supporting any expansion at
Canterbury.
The Council is proposing to use the Wattle Valley Road
precinct car park. This is a really bad option and the

International Women’s Day Rotary Club of Hawthorn
International Women’s Day is a global day celebrating
the social, economic, cultural and
political achievements of women. The
day also marks a call to action for
accelerating gender parity. Significant
activity is witnessed worldwide as groups
come together to celebrate women’s
achievements.
The Rotary Club of Hawthorn invites you
to attend a Breakfast on March 8th, 2022
at the Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, 489 Glenferrie Road,
Kooyong 7.30am for 7.45am concluding at 9am sharp.
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Our guest speaker is Susan Campbell, President/
Chair of the Board of the Olave BadenPowell Society and member of the World
Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts
Capacity Building Team. She has been a
volunteer with Girl Guides Australia for
more than 40 years, and in 2017 was
awarded the Silver Kangaroo for her
significant contribution to World Guiding.
The cost of the breakfast is $42 per head via
TryBookings. For further information please email
Julie Clark at Jingerm@netspace.net.au

Authorised by J Kennedy, 197-199 Riversdale Road, Hawthorn, 3122. Printed Kosdown Printing,
10 Rocklea Dr, Port Melbourne. Funded from Parliamentary budget.

Dear Editor

Letters to the Editors

Taking a Stand for Progress

As the readership of Eastsider News continues to grow, more and more of our readers are taking the
opportunity to express their views in letters to the Editors. They know their letters have a higher probability
of being published here than those submitted to mainstream media. This page includes contributions from
a diverse array of local writers. The Editors reserve the right to shorten or edit the letters for greater clarity.
Please note, while we welcome a spread of topics, views and opinions, the specific responses expressed
by individual writers do not necessarily reflect the views of the Editors, Independent Community News
Group Incorporated, or any other organisation.

Most of the current and past
Independent parliamentary members
are disaffected Liberals or Nats. Many
of us have welcomed the brave and
progressive leadership shown by
Cathy McGowan, Zali Steggall, Andrew
Wilkie, and others in the past, such as
Tony Windsor and Peter Andren. They
had little support from the
LNP in fighting for improvement.

To the Editor, Eastsider News

The James Webb Space Telescope
The James Webb Space Telescope launched last
December will observe the oldest events and objects in
the Universe from the formation of the first matter in the
“Big Bang” and the first stars and galaxies.
So far, the telescope preparation is successful as it
travels to its target destination in 4 to 5 months’ time.
But are Australians prepared for this new knowledge? It
would be encouraging if Australians had more
background and the means to follow the project.

Australian scientist Helen Quinn, educated at Tintern
Grammar Ringwood East and now at Stanford University,
postulated another new particle the Axion. This concept
has held sway since 1977. When the multitude of galaxies
and matter in the universe is analysed, the mathematics
shows there is theoretically not enough mass for it to
hang together. About 27 percent of the mass (“Dark
Matter”) and 68 percent of the energy (“Dark Energy”) is
missing. In Quinn’s theory, the undetected Axion makes
up the difference.

The project is a mixture covering the largest scale
astronomy over 1027 metres, Einstein’s domain, to particle
physics on the smallest scale. We still teach our children
that matter is made of protons, neutrons and electrons
orbiting the Bohr atom. In fact, the proton and neutron
are each composed of three types of quark particles
bound together by gluons. And electrons come in threes
– the electron, muon and tau each with its own neutrino.

How many policy failures and degraded institutions can
a democratic country tolerate, before it is beyond repair?
It used to be that a government elected with 50 percent
of the vote still felt the obligation to govern for all the
people. But no longer, now the moderates have largely
left the LNP. The international trend towards authoritarian
“illiberal democracy” has arrived in Australia, and right
wing and religious extremists dominate the much smaller
LNP membership organisation.

And matter may not be “point” particles but tiny
vibrating “strings” of length 10–35 metres. Any smaller is
a quantum world where length no longer has meaning.
The controversial mathematics of String Theory is most
productive but without experimental verification yet.
Here’s to the success and our understanding of the
results of the James Webb Telescope.
Note: 1027 metres is 10 with 27 noughts after it, 10–35
metres is 1 divided by (10 with 35 noughts after it).
Malcolm Cameron, Camberwell

MAKE IT

COUNT

?

It’s clear after 9 years that we betray
our future unless we change the government; its track
record and leadership is rotten and must be rejected.
Independent candidates can play a crucial role in the
outcome, in their preference recommendations to
supporters.
There is no possibility of a ‘Liberal Lite’ government after
the election. The probability is rampant ‘strong state’
behaviour. If traditional Lib voters “send a message” by
voting Independents first, then Lib second, that is no use
at all! Letting off steam in that way is a cruel trick, as the
vote comes back to the Libs.
Independent members need to take a stand for progress,
and encourage their supporters to “Put the Liberals Last.”
Kevin Bain, Glen Iris
Dear Editor

A constitutional challenge
As Mr Frydenberg struggles with tax and proxy issues,
perhaps he could consider turning his mind to a
humanitarian issue in his own backyard.
In 2019, Michael Staindl, a resident in the Federal
electorate of Kooyong, asked if his local member, Mr
Frydenberg, was eligible to stand as a candidate in
the upcoming Federal Election under Section 44 of the
Australian Constitution. It was a legitimate question
asked in good faith, no different from that asked
previously of many MPs. It was a time of considerable
confusion about dual citizenship. Eleven MPs had
resigned or been found ineligible to sit in Parliament.
Mr Staindl’s challenge was struck down by the Federal
Court and he was ordered to pay costs. Mr Frydenberg’s
lawyers claimed costs of $855,000, since reduced by the
court to $410,000. Mr Staindl now faces bankruptcy and
loss of his home. He has appealed to Mr Frydenberg and
his lawyers, offering a more manageable payment.
Suggestions made to discredit Mr Staindl, namely
that he was motivated by anti-Semitism are totally
unfounded. Mr Staindl made his challenge in good faith,
believing it to be in the public interest. We hope the
Member for Kooyong will exercise any discretion he has
in this matter to show compassion.
Neil Wilkinson, Ross Ollquist, Malcolm McDonald,
Lawrence Ingvarson, Peter Hartley, Robert Gordon,
William Chandler, Edwin Carter, Robert Brown
Camberwell, 3124

.com.au

0439 493 710

Scott Wainwright
Licensed Plumber & Gasﬁtter
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What matters

in the Federal and
State Elections in 2022?
Boroondara’s

Reconciliation Strategy
The area now known as the City of Boroondara is on the
traditional land of the Wurundjeri Woi-wurrung people.
As noted on the City of Boroondara’s website, the
Wurundjeri community have a strong historical, cultural
and spiritual connection to their traditional lands. They
continue to practise the responsibilities bestowed by their
ancestors of protecting, preserving and managing the
land according to culture and traditions.

In recent editions, we have encouraged our readers to tell
us what they consider are the important issues that voters
should take into account when deciding who they will
vote for in the 2022 elections. Thank you to those readers
who responded to our call. We continue to encourage
you to tell us what questions you would like to put to
the candidates and what matters you would give priority
when casting your vote. Please remember, however to

communicate your views politely and free of the risk they
may be interpreted as potentially defamatory.

Since mid 2021, the Boroondara Council has been
working to develop a Reconciliation Strategy for the city.
The Strategy is intended to provide Council with a vision
for reconciliation in the municipality and set out a clear
roadmap and framework for implementing reconciliation
initiatives in the community.

responses of local residents to its draft strategy. The
Council now plan to finalise the strategy in the first half
of 2022.

During this time, the Council has undertaken community
consultations. This has included the engagement of
a person respected in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities to facilitate engagement with key
stakeholders in these communities. In mid November
2021, it also undertook a 4 week survey to gauge the

Release of the Yarra
Strategic Plan, February 2022

The first Yarra Strategic Plan (Burndap Birrarung burndap
umarkoo) was released in February 2022. It will guide
future land use and development along the corridor
towards aligning with the 50 Year Community Vision and
Wurundjeri Woi-wurrung’s Birrarung water policy Nhanbu
narrun ba ngargunin twarn Birrarung (Ancient Spirit and
Lore of the Yarra). Local Councils including Boroondara,
Stonnington, participated in the assessments that formed
the basis of this plan

In February 2017, the Victorian Government released
the Yarra River Action Plan. The Action Plan requires
the river to be managed as a living integrated entity
with a voice; centred by Traditional Owner values and
perspectives; and underpinned by coordinated planning
frameworks. An important element of the Action Plan is
the requirement that a Yarra Strategic Plan to be made
every 10 years to deliver this vision.

Schwerkolt Cottage

Dr Karl’s Little Book of
Climate Change Science

& Museum Complex

Schwerkolt Cottage is a historic museum complex
surrounded by 2.25 hectares of bushland. Established
in 1884, the historical buildings, walking tracks, cottage
garden, barbecue area and family playground are
the perfect place to explore early colonial history in
Whitehorse. It is open to visitors from 2pm to 5pm every
Saturday and Sunday and most public holidays.

– Barbara Fraser
My purpose in writing about Karl Kruszenlicki and
his book Dr Karl’s Little Book of Climate Change
Science (2021) is to highlight both to the public.
This is important reading for everyone from at least
secondary school up. It is short, scientific but easy to
understand, well illustrated, and even occasional fun.
Last year it cost me $14.99.

The Whitehorse Historical Society maintains its Local
History Room in the cottage. This is an indispensable first
step in your investigations of the history of Whitehorse
municipality. The cottage is located at 2 to 10 Deep Creek
Road, Mitcham and the Society can be contacted by
emailing whitehorsehistory@hotmail.com

Wattle Valley Road Car Park

The proposal is strongly opposed by many Wattle Valley
Road residents who are concerned about its negative
impact on the area and the probability that it will increase,

The draft strategy is available on Boroondara’s website.
Don’t be put off that the consultation period has expired.
It is essential that people continue to maintain a watch
on what the Council is doing in this area. If you have
thoughts about the Strategy, talk to your local Councillor
or to Council officers. You can register to receive updates
on progress on the Council website or you can make
contact with the Boroondara Reconciliation Network by
checking out their Facebook Page.
The river flows 242 kilometres from its forested
headwaters, through the Yarra Valley and Melbourne’s
suburbs, to Melbourne’s central business district and
the Port of Melbourne and into Port Phillip Bay. It is an
important presence in our local region with its many
parklands and its part in the Aboriginal cultural landscape
in the traditional Country of the Wurundjeri People.

A major element of the
Yarra River Action Plan:

The City of Boroondara is currently considering a
proposal to build a new car parking facility at the
existing Wattle Valley Road Council-owned car park in
Canterbury. The initiative involves around 200 spaces
across a surface level and 2 levels of underground
parking. It would be funded by the Australian Government
as part of its Urban Congestion Fund. The Council would
receive $15 million from this fund to complete the project.

So far, readers have nominated: a clean energy economy;
effective climate change action; reduction of carbon
emissions; a transparent and effective Federal anticorruption commission; and social respect and equity,
particularly in regard to the appalling examples exposed
about behaviour in the Federal Parliament.

not reduce congestion. This is not a NIMBY exercise
but one that Is calling for rational and evidence based
decision making.
Consultation by the Council by means of a survey and
the receipt of submissions closed on 10 February 2022.
The Canterbury Car Park Residents Group is calling on
local residents to continue to make their concerns known
to Boroondara. To become involved, join the Residents
Group by emailing them at canterburycprg@gmail.com
and follow their Facebook page at Wattle Valley Car Park
Residents Group.

Some readers
may have also
watched Julia
Zemiro’s interesting
interview of Karl
(Home Delivery,
ABC, 17 January).
His parents were
Polish and he was
born in Sweden
in 1948. He was
their only child
and they migrated
to Australia in the
early 1950s. They
influenced him
to want to make
the world a better
place. He loved
learning, became
an engineer, and then in his thirties became a medical
doctor. He married Mary who also became a doctor
and they had three children. In his forties, he then
decided that his greatest contribution would be in the
media as a science educator and has thrived at that.
His approach with climate “denialists” is worth
noting. He listens carefully to them, then explains
the relevant science. And he stays optimistic!
Interestingly, he usually wears unique, colourful eyepopping shirts specially made for him by Mary.
Dr Karl is an inspiring person and his climate change
book reflects that. It is extremely important that
everyone understands the world climate crisis and
does their very best to help make the huge changes
needed from this year on.
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Road Solution

– Graeme Daniels
In recent years, there’s been a lot of activity with
contractors digging holes in our suburban roads to
access pipes or cables for maintenance and upgrades.
They usually dig successive rectangular holes along
the road, or sometimes just a continuous narrower
channel, mostly on the left side of the left lane. Once
the works are completed, the holes are then filled in
and usually overfilled slightly with asphalt to allow for a
little subsiding. This, of course, creates minor bumps for
several months until they flatten out.
But the bigger problem is that many months later, some
of these slightly over filled holes subside well below the
pavement level, thus creating more serious bumps and
potholes along the road. Drivers thus tend to avoid the
uneven left lane. Kerbside bike lanes are often affected

Create connections
and make a difference
by joining VIEW
VIEW Clubs of the eastern
suburbs are on the lookout for
new members wanting to give
back to their community and
making new connections with
local women.
VIEW, (Voice, Interests and Education of Women), is a
network of close to 300 clubs and over 14,000 women
throughout Australia. It provides a place for women to
connect in the community, enjoy social activities, and
develop lasting friendships – all while supporting the work
of children’s education charity, The Smith Family.

Box Hill/Mitcham Club President, Anne Edwards said
this is the perfect time to join VIEW. “The last two years
have been so disrupted due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Many of us have missed out on seeing friends and family,
and our club has been like a second family during
these times. I’ve heard so many beautiful stories of
women checking in on each other, even sending
gift packs to those in isolation.”
“Many people have also moved away from
the city to the country, and coming to a new
place can be isolating – especially in current
circumstances. For those new to the area, VIEW
provides the perfect place to meet like-minded
women, while doing something that makes a difference,”
she said.
VIEW is the largest community sponsor of students on
The Smith Family’s Learning for Life program, and has
supported children and young people in need for over 60
years. The Smith Family is celebrating its 100th birthday
needed community; a place to ‘belong’. This sense of
belonging and connection is needed now more than ever.
The Hays Paddock Deeners have always had a strong
junior cricket program, but some of our most exciting
moments have been in these past two years with the
introduction of our first female team in 2020. Female
cricket has skyrocketed since 2015, with women and
girls making up nearly 25% of all cricket participation
in the country. This boost in publicity around women’s
cricket has allowed us to field a Stage 1 team for the
very first time — something we have been wanting to do
for many years.

Junior Cricket

Hays Paddock Deeners
Some very challenging times have come from the past
two years — without events, work, socialising and
especially sport, it’s been tricky to find time and space
to connect. No one has felt this more than Victorian kids
who are still figuring out the world around them.
We know that the social aspect of team sports is an
integral part of a child’s development. Playing team sport
increases communication skills, resilience, problem
solving, and concentration, allowing them to make
mistakes and grow from them. It also provides a much

too, creating a bumpy and potentially dangerous ride for
cyclists. Also, it seems contractors are not always being
compelled to repaint and make good any pavement
signage or lines that have been damaged by their work.
Surely it would make sense to include a clause in each
contract that would compel the contractors to revisit the
site after a year or so to re-patch any subsided areas,
preferably monitored by an independent officer from
VicRoads or the local Council. If this clause was adopted,
quotes for the original works may well be loaded a little to
cover the possible follow-up work, but that would surely
be less expensive than the Council or State Government
having to fix the problem in the future. And having a
revisit clause in the contract would surely increase the
chances of the job being done properly in the first place!
If a suitable solution is not found, we are condemned to
increasingly rough and bumpy roads and our taxes will
continue to be spent in a less than wise manner.
this year, with VIEW planning plenty of events to bring
together women from across Australia.
VIEW is proud to contribute to the ongoing legacy of
The Smith Family. Each club supports the education of
a number of students according to their ability to raise
funds. Box Hill/Mitcham club supports the education of
eight students, and each year we ensure that they have
what they need for their education, by fundraising with
support of the local community.
VIEW Clubs also host social events, including fashion
parades, wellness and healthy living sessions, theatre
nights. “We are always looking for women of all
backgrounds and ages to join us and look forward to
welcoming new faces at our next monthly meeting,”
Interested in becoming a member? Call Anne Edwards
on 0409 192 700 or visit www.view.org.au for further
information. The next Box Hill/Mitcham meeting will take
place on 28 February for lunch, 11:30am for 12:00.
RSVP to Anne Edwards.
their peers, and better performances in STEM based
school subjects. Unfortunately, by age 17, 50 percent
of girls drop out of their team sports. We believe that
creating a home for kids at a sporting club is incredibly
important, and will help keep girls in sport for longer.
This year, we have introduced a girls team into the Master
Blasters competition. This involves 90 minute session
starting with skills and drills, followed by a game where
everyone gets a bat and a bowl. This is a great way for
kids to get introduced to the game in a less intimidating
and results-based way, and to just focus on learning the
skills and making friends.

Following their first win in the final game of the season,
girls from our inaugural team noted that their favourite
aspects of the game were that they supported each other,
they could play together, and that they “won as a team”.
This shows that even after their first tangible success,
their biggest takeaways were the connection they felt,
and the joy they got from working together to triumph.

This new team will be an amazing addition to our already
thriving club. We need girls aged 5 to 7 who are keen
to meet new friends and get out in the sunshine. As
women’s cricket continues to grow, we are also always
keen to bring on new quality coaches who love the game.
There is nothing more rewarding than watching kids grow
and learn, and being the reason for it.

Scarlett Leeds, daughter of our Club President Michael,
said that she was “just happy they got to play”. In such
uncertain times, we have found that simply getting to run
around with their friends is a luxury for our kids.

We hope to create a space for girls to develop, outside
of school and family. As we shift into a new normal, we
know that prioritising sport for kids is so important, and
building that sense of belonging at a young age is integral
to their wellbeing.

Not only is sport important for children’s development, but
it has unique benefits for girls in particular. Participation
by pre-teen and teenage girls has shown to result in
higher self-esteem and confidence, greater empathy with

If you are interested in joining the Deeners for the
2021/2022 season, get in touch with Alannah Frampton
(alannahgraceframpton@gmail.com).

Quizling Questions
David Astle, radio and TV star, writer, wordsmith,
and cryptic crossword maker is expert at
intriguing, teasing, and frustrating his audiences
with his inventive mastery of words. He has
very generously agreed that in each edition
of Eastsider News we can include two of the
Quizlings from his book, ‘Puzzled’. You will find
the answers on page 16 of this edition.
1. What four colours, three within the
spectrum’s red band, each carry the word
CAR inside their letters?
2. What classic musical holds the word IN
four times in its title?
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Heatherdale Trees

The area where the house and shed formerly stood is
still well preserved as green open space in Heatherdale
Reserve. There still exists a large Eucalypt tree with a
branch that was used for a swing by the six Findlay children.

Three generations of history
in the Heatherdale Reserve

Later, Harry recalled moving from the bungalow with his
wife to her parents’ house at Heatherdale Reserve off
Purches Street. Wilma had grown up here from the age of
four. It was here that Harry and Wilma had their first and
only child, Allan in 1954. Harry showed us a row of cypress
trees which were planted along the driveway off Purches
Street. These trees are still on the reserve. There is walking
access to the area via a track to Heatherdale Road.

– Elwynne Kift
We met Harry Scoble, a former resident of Mitcham
having a stroll the other day at Heatherdale Reserve.
Harry is turning 90 in January and told us of the history of
living on the Reserve going back to the 1930s.
Harry and his wife, Wilma, rented a bungalow from
Murray Jones, an early pioneer of Heatherdale. This
was on the West side of Heatherdale Road opposite
the General Store owned by Alice Jones (now Micheles
Pizza). Wilma’s parents planted a tree on their land with

Melbourne bike paths
A blessing or a curse?
– Chris Trueman
A couple of years ago a relative from The Netherlands
visited us to spend three weeks touring Victoria and
Melbourne by bike. Gerda had been to Australia many
times but she never used a bike to get around. In The
Netherlands, a bicycle is her main means of transport. She
was in fact a much sought-after bike touring leader for a
major Dutch company offering bike tours all over Europe
for tourists. She had privately guided us through several
extended tours in Germany, Austria and The Netherlands
in the past. Now it was time to return the favour.
For city riding, we used our home in the suburbs as
if it was an overnight stay in a hotel, and set out early
each day in a different direction to ride 50 to 60 km.
Sometimes we caught a train to start in a more distant
suburb. We did the same for the country rides and stayed
at BnB’s.

the birth of each of their six children. These trees included
a Pin Oak, English Oak, Mulberry and Crab Apple.
Gerda was surprised and amazed at the
extensive network of off-road paths. In the
city, this was mainly along our creek and
river valleys, and in the country along
reclaimed rail trails. She found the scenery
and Australian bush to be beautiful, and
was surprised that sometimes this was very
close to the CBD. We certainly are blessed
when it comes to enjoying the benefits of offroad shared paths.
Gerda also found that riding on local roads to get to offroad paths was rather unnerving compared with how she
feels in The Netherlands. Local streets in the inner city
areas like Richmond, Fitzroy and Collingwood had a far
more familiar feel to her. Some even functioned as major
bicycle thoroughfares not available to cars. It seemed
to her that cyclists and walkers were far more welcome
there, and cars were not prioritised.
In The Netherlands, walkers and cyclists have priority
over cars, and street speeds are slower too. But in most
suburbs in Melbourne, there is great reliance on painted
bike lanes which are often blocked by parked cars. And
now there are a few streets marked with sharrows. But
these are the exception. Unlike in a great many countries,
local street speeds are 50km/hr instead of the UN
recommended 30km/hr.
While the off-road bike network is good, there are still
some ‘Missing links’. This means there is quite a call
from recreation cyclists for much larger expenditure by
Councils for additions to the off-road network and for
fully separated lanes along main roads.

Gerda enjoying the Great Victorian Rail Trail. Photo: Chris Trueman

Some Councils are quite resistant to higher expenditure
on Active Transport and infrastructure that would help
people move in their neighbourhoods – in their own
local streets – with ease and safety. Their priorities are
weighed heavily towards very high expenditure on formal
sports facilities.

Elwynne Kift is Secretary of the Heatherdale
Community Action Group. Check out their website at
https://hcag.online/home/
I think this is where there is perhaps a problem
of perception which may be a bit of a
curse. Many have been lulled into thinking
that many more off-road shared paths
are the answer to the massive increase
in non-car travel that we need. That’s not
what happens in The Netherlands. They
have concentrated their efforts over several
decades to transform from a car-dominated
society post WWII, towards making all local streets
safe and amenable places to ride. And it’s worked!
Apart from the inner city areas noted above, in Australia
we have concentrated on building off-road paths where
there is space to do so. But we are running out of places
to build them. And it’s still not safe or amenable to ride on
our local streets away from these paths. We have been
guilty of “safety-washing” by installing those painted
lanes, with cars parked in them, on main and feeder
roads. They give the impression that they are a useful
contribution to safety, that they will encourage more timid
riders to use them. But they are an illusion.
And now, some Councils are concentrating on a few
designated special routes that are marked with sharrows
and direction signs. These are routes which utilise nonmain roads and which have safer crossings at main
roads. Perhaps it’s thought that they appear safer. It
sounds very admirable. I hope, however that it’s not an
addition to the “safety washing” repertoire, or simply a
way of fending off criticism that local authorities don’t
look after cyclists!
So, the question we may well ask is whether our
experience and love of the off-road network is a bit of a
curse if it’s diverting the attention away from making all
our streets safer.
Chris Trueman lives in Blackburn. He is a keen Active
Transport advocate and is a Committee Member of
WATAG. See www.watag.org for more information

Designs released for new
facilities at Wattle Park
– Paul Hamer
A new playscape, running and walking track, and picnic
area upgrades are all part of the Wattle Park concept
designs that were released earlier this month.

The Andrews Government has committed $4.3 million
to deliver these upgrades as part of the $154 million
Suburban Parks Program which aims to support
community health and wellbeing, social connectivity and
access to green open space. The upgrade will feature a
new nature-based, all-abilities playscape with swings,
spinners, water play, a sensory garden and a doublestory tram fort which maintains the legacy of the tram
history at the park and will keep young adventurers
entertained for hours.

Runners and walkers will have access to a new, purposebuilt 3.25km track featuring natural forest and undulating
hill terrain – an experience which is unique for this area
of Melbourne. The existing walking tracks within the park
will also be upgraded with resurfacing and improved
connections to make up the complete track.
The picnic area upgrades at Wattle Park include adding
new BBQs, picnic shelters and tables, and Monsborough
Drive will receive road and carpark improvements.
Importantly, the significant cultural and natural heritage
values of the park have been integrated into the
concept designs.
I know how important Wattle Park is to our local
community and these new facilities will provide
opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to benefit
from being outdoors, getting active and connecting with
nature. The upgrades will ensure that this much-loved
park continues to be enjoyed by local residents for
generations to come.
Developing the designs for these new facilities has been a
collaborative effort with the community. through two rounds
of consultation undertaken by Parks Victoria. I would like to
thank everyone in our community who took the opportunity
to provide feedback towards these upgrades.
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I particularly acknowledge the efforts of the State
Member for Burwood, Will Fowles MP, who has been a
fierce advocate for this project since its inception.
Construction on the new facilities at Wattle Park is
expected to commence in Autumn 2022. The concept
designs and findings from the community consultation
for this project are available at www.engage.vic.gov.au/
wattle-park-upgrades
Paul Hamer MP is the State Member for Box Hill

images from Wattle Park Concept Design Report

For over 100 years, Wattle Park has been a magnet
for families in Surrey Hills, Box Hill and Burwood. with
significant natural and cultural heritage. It provides
an important connection to native bushland within a
suburban landscape.

Australian Conservation
Foundation (ACF) Chisholm
ACF is a national environment organisation that is
independent, non-partisan and funded by donations from
the Australian community. It was formed 55 years ago
when oil drilling and mining first threatened the Great
Barrier Reef. An important part of ACF is its network of
local groups including ACF Chisholm.
ACF Chisholm is holding regular actions on Friday
mornings outside the office of the Member for Gladys Liu
on Burwood Highway, asking the Federal Government
for science based 2030 targets. To find out more about
this small but active group, go to their website at
https://www.acf.org.au/acf_community_chisholm

Book Recommendations

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde by
Robert Louis Stevenson is a haunting gothic novella that
explores the world of split personalities.

for 12 to16 Year-olds
– Madeleine McGregor

Reading is a wonderful activity that can inspire, educate
and captivate. Here are my top picks for 12 to 16 years
olds: (Be warned: you may need some tissues!)
One of Us is Lying by Karen M McManus is suspenseful
murder mystery that reveals the story of four teenagers
being investigated for murder.
Once by Morris Gleitzman tells the tear-jerking story of
a young Jewish boy who escapes his orphanage, in an
attempt to rescue his parents from the Nazis. It is the
emotive first book of the Once series. The long-awaited
final book Always has just been released!

Unmasked by Turia Pitt is an inspiring novel that reveals
Turia Pitt’s journey as a bushfire survivor.

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak is a deeply touching
story of a young girl’s life in Nazi Germany, told from the
perspective of Death itself.

Lily Alone by Jacqueline Wilson tells the story of a
miscommunication that leads to four children having to
look after themselves, alone.

Twilight by Stephenie Meyer is a captivating high school
romance that tells the story of a teenage girl falling
completely in love with a vampire.
Jacky Daydream by Jacqueline Wilson, a famous author
revealing tales from her childhood.
Tomorrow When the War Began by John Marsden is
a classic Australian novel in which a group of teenagers
camp together in the bush. When they come back to their
homes, they learn that their village has been invaded.

Ann’s ONE EGG cake
My mother’s 1950’s recipe book came safely into
my possession after my late sister’s house was
cleared in Sydney. She hoarded all variety of stuff.

Just to confuse everybody, I checked a recipe for the
popular Italian Panettone. This supported my sister’s
idea of blending in some citrus rind (the Italians favour
candied lemon and orange peel, finely chopped) but, for
ingredients including 4 cups of flour, the recipe calls for
not one but yes, six “large free-range eggs”. So, forget
the Panettone when doing your research.

Most were hand written recipes traded over a cup of
tea and cake often bearing the donor’s name. Others
were magazine articles carefully cut and pasted in,
backed by Mandrake the Magician or the likes.

As part of my research on the “One egg cake”, I wrote
to the wisest people I know: Jill, Ed, Carolyn, Barbara,
Malcolm and John. No longer can one conjure up a full
complement of just 12 wise men.
Presumably the “One egg cake” was created by 1940’s
rationing and continued into the 1950’s due to family
budget constraints. I remember my mother complaining
that one recipe-peddler, perhaps Margaret Fulton, started
her recipes extravagantly with “Mix six eggs”.
Do you remember the “One egg cake” in your family?
Does my daughter’s effort pass muster? Here are the
replies from my research:
Jill responded saying, ‘I don’t remember the one egg
cake from my family. But I do know that in cooking
classes in Form 2 at Murrumbeena HS, now nonexistent, we made one egg tea cakes, from “Cookery
the Australian Way”. Still do. Your daughter’s cake is a
beautiful example of a one egg recipe.’
‘What I do remember from family tales is rationing,
coupons and the like. Making do with limited supplies
was the way of life during and after the war. Maybe those
stories prepared us older generation for COVID life a bit –
we knew we could survive even if we couldn’t do exactly
as we wanted.’
In his comments, Ed said, ‘While I appreciate being
included in your “wise” friends, I doubt that I can be
of any help. Coming from farming stock (the Mallee
and Clunes) my parents always kept chooks so that
eggs were never in short supply. Breakfast was always
porridge followed by toast and eggs occasionally
enlivened by brains, tripe and onions, liver or kidneys.
My parents believed that a “good” breakfast set you up
properly for the day.’
Carolyn said, ‘At the end of a long day I loved reading
this. I remember coupons very well and “putting down”
eggs by rubbing them in some sort of grease and putting
them in the underground storage where things stayed
cool. They were indeed precious and to be rationed out
over time. Don’t remember the “One egg cake” – but
we had a steamed pudding with only one egg and then
swamped in CSR golden syrup.’

Madeleine McGregor is in Year 9 and lives in Mont
Albert. She has previously written for the school
newsletter, a school anthology, won a Write A Book
In A Day competition at her school, won school
debating, and loves writing.
some fruit juice instead of some of the milk. They would
actually be better as little cakes in patty pans with icing.
You could put in sultanas or blackberries or anything
like that.’

– Malcolm Cameron

For our family Christmas including four grandchildren,
my daughter prepared a “One egg cake” from an original
1954 recipe.

Boyfriend Material by Alexis Hall is a beautiful novel that
shows the narrative of two men who agree to ‘fake date’,
only to accidentally fall in love…

Barbara noted that the number of eggs needed to make
a cake depends on the availability of eggs and type of
cake you want to make. ‘For example, my banana cake
requires one egg, carrot cake needs two, and fruit cake
needs four. Sponge and pound cakes probably need
more eggs. Obviously, in a time of rationing, a banana
cake works best but that depends on the banana supply!’
Malcolm recalled that, ‘My memories growing up in the
1940s are that most things were in short supply and
rationed. I remember having eggs that were sometimes
past their use by date. Most importantly for my Dad and
many other blokes, was the shortage of tobacco closely
followed by beer with pubs sometimes closed because
of no supply. The bush telegraph let drinkers know which
pubs were open. Bottled beer was gold and sly grog was
a good business to be in. Tea was also in short supply
with my grandmother re-boiling old tea.’
John reminisced, ‘My mother’s most popular cake was
a fairly dense fruit cake. I heard on a radio program the
other day that the Roman army gave their legionaries fruit
cake for energy, which tallies’.
Seeking sisters’ advice, I get the impression one-egg
recipes are by no means confined to history.’ ‘To make
orange or lemon flavour put in grated rind and substitute
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Stepping out

with Koonung
Bushwalking Club
Over the many years that the Koonung Bushwalking Club
has existed, their members have enjoyed the chance to
get out into the natural environment, stay fit and healthy
and be part of a friendly community. As they say on their
website at https://koonungbushwalkingclub.org.au/,
“Walking in the Australian bush provides experiences and
adventures in places that may be off the beaten track”.
Trained leaders organise and conduct enjoyable regular
bushwalks throughout the year. Visitors who have
received double COVID vaccinations are welcome to join
these walks. Please book with
secretary@koonungbushwalkingclub.org.au
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will be one of the speakers.
Benevolence Australia is a not-for
profit community organisation and a
credible and trusted voice on Islamic
affairs and Muslim identity
in Australia.

Building Bridges
through story

On the 4th and 5th March, Manningham Uniting Church
will host Building Bridges Through Story. This eventwill
feature opportunities to listen to stories from and
interact with Muslim women from Benevolence Australia,
indigenous people from Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung
Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation and those with
various abilities from The Victorian Advocacy League
for Individuals with Disability (VALID), an independent
disability advocacy organisation.
Building Bridges Through Story will open with a
traditional Smoking Ceremony and Welcome to
Country by Wurundjeri Elder, Uncle Colin Hunter. This will
be followed by the opening of an Art Exhibition, which
will display art works from our three storytelling groups.
Participants will then be honoured with a three-course
Tamil Feast – a great way to break down barriers.
At 8.00pm, a panel of speakers representing each of the
three groups will discuss their personal experiences, the
main issues facing their communities and what needs to
be done to bring about lasting change.
Saara Sabbagh, the founder and current CEO of
Benevolence Australia, and recent OAM recipient for
her service to women and the Muslim community,

Saara will be joined by Mary
Henley-Collopy a thalidomide survivor and disability
activist. Mary has served on many boards including as
chairperson of the Disability Resource Centre Committee
of Management. In addition to her lived experience Mary
will offer a contextual understanding of disability.
An all-day event on Saturday 5th March will offer the
opportunity to interact with speakers from all groups
participating, enjoy morning tea and lunch, view the art
exhibition, and take part in various workshops.
For example, Toltu Tufa, an African Muslim, psychologist,
and highly sought-after public speaker, will share
the stories of her community and her educational
experiences.
VALID has been advocating for people with a disability
since 1989. Speakers from VALID and others will share
their personal experiences, challenges and achievements
in exerting control and influence over their lives, informing
and influencing systemic practices, and exercising
their human rights and citizen status within their local
communities.
We will hear from Maddie Fogarty who was diagnosed
with cerebral palsy at 6 months of age and has been
determined to give anything a go, finding ways to be
involved and participate with her peers. During school life
Maddie was an active leader, with a focus on including
all in school events by encouraging everyone to embrace
their own skills and abilities.

Sharing a Passion

The Doncaster Camera Club End of Year meeting was
held in December and we were able to meet in the Hall for
the first time in months. Now back on Zoom, the Club is
continuing to be active with challenges, set topics and on-

U3A Hawthorn encourages you to go and fossick about
its website at https://u3ahawthorn.org.au/ to explore the
wonderful panoply of courses and activities covering a
wide range of interest areas on offer. Are you looking to
take up the challenge of learning a new language such
as Dutch, Japanese of Mandarin? How about finding out
how to do your family tree?
The list for Term 1 covers so many fascinating
possibilities that you are sure to find something that will
interest you and be a great way to share your enthusiasm
with like minded people. To enrol in a course or activity,
you must be a member. Most courses are free, however
occasionally a small charge is required to cover materials
or tutor’s expenses. If you are not a member, you will
need to join before you can enrol.
By subscribing to the U3A Hawthorn’s newsletter, you will
be alerted to more marvellous ways to spend your time.
For example, in the most recent, they highlight The Song
Collective, an initiative by the University of Melbourne.
The Song Collective is a free 10-week program that
uses social media and other online platforms to create
opportunities for group members to share songs,
stories and experiences, interact, socialise, and build
connections through music. Supported by a qualified
music therapist, this program aims to promote social
connectedness and wellbeing in older adults living at
home. For more information and to register your interest
in joining The Song Collective, email song-collective@
unimelb.edu.au.
12
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The Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung Cultural Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation actively seeks to develop partnerships with
like-minded organisations and individuals in delivering
services and understanding the stories and history of
the Wurundjeri people. Sharing the history, stories and
possibilities of connections on these ancient lands of
the Wurundjeri will open doors to new relationships
and informed and respectful responses guided by the
Aboriginal owners of the land on which we meet.
Building Bridges Through Story will be an engagement of
the heart. It will enable a deep listening to the real stories
of people who have experienced pain and suffering as
a result of being excluded, ignored, subjected to unjust
laws, discriminated against and often abused in public.
Every story told will be a gift to the listener; an attempt
to find a deeper connection with other minority groups in
our own community.
Manningham Uniting Church’s hope for Building Bridges
Through Story is that people will gain an understanding
of equality and a deep respect for difference. We warmly
invite you to join us.
For registration go to the website buildingbridges.
events. For further information email
buildingbridges@manninghamuc.org or
phone 9846 2012,

Their mail address is Pam Rixon, Secretary DCC,
PO Box 2043 Box Hill North VIC 3129
line sessions. The Special Interest Groups – Monochrome,
Themes and Series, Image Development and Scenic
Group are all proving to be popular with members.
The Doncaster Camera Club is for anyone interested in
photography. It is the place for both novice and more
advanced photographers alike to share their passion
for photography. Members come from many of the
surrounding suburbs.

Surrey Hills Music Festival
U3A Hawthorn delivers an
amazing array of activities

Grant Purdy chair of Manningham Inclusive Community
Housing (MICH) will also be a presenter.

Visitors and new members are always welcome.
You can contact the Camera Club by email at
doncastercameraclub@gmail.com, on Instagram at
doncaster.camera.club, Facebook at doncaster camera
club or by phone (Ean Caldwell, President on 0408 808
870 or Pam Rixon, Secretary on 0421 813 531. Their
website is www.doncastercameraclub.org.au .

The Doncaster Camera Club has a new
slogan – ‘Sharing A Passion’. The passion is
photography and the slogan describes the
aim and purpose of the Club.
Already in 2022, Doncaster Camera Club
here, has ‘Twinned’ with the Doncaster
Camera Club in England. A Zoom meeting has been
held and a number of images have been shared between
the two clubs. This is an exciting new development for
both clubs and one which will hopefully be ongoing and
productive for both Clubs.

Another speaker in this area is Anita O’Brien, who for
many years has been a strong advocate for people with a
disability to be genuinely included, contribute, and belong
to their community. She shares her journey with her son
Warren, relating his emerging story through one-to-one
conversations. In 2018 Anita published a book entitled ‘…
because it’s better’ – to live my life within community.

The Surrey Hills Music Festival
is happening this month!

Covid-safe day for everybody that comes through. In
line with Victorian Government regulations, this year’s
event will be completely outdoors, and checking-in, full
vaccination status (or medical exemptions), and masks will
be required.

Come along to Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre
on 26 February from 3pm – 10pm to see
local performers including the Surrey Hills Mob
and Our Community Choir, alongside emerging
RnB/soul bands and artists like Jay Gabriel, C000kie
and many more!

We’d like to offer a huge shoutout to our sponsors:
to our major supporters Boroondara Council,
Bendigo Bank Surrey Hills, and Fletcher’s Real
Estate, and to local traders Harmony Market, Surrey
Hills Family Dental Clinic, Pinnacle Living, Advanced
Hearing, Spring Osteo Clinic, Anne’s Pantry, and Macron
Music for supporting us, and for empowering us to gather
as a community to celebrate music. I can’t wait to party
with you all.

With the backing of Boroondara Council, we’ve taken
steps to ensure this Festival will be a fun, exciting, and

Emmanuel Cancino is Music Festival Director
Surrey Hills Music Festival

– Emmanuel Cancino

We are mindful of the changes happening around us in
community beliefs and interests, particularly during the
pandemic. Accordingly, we have included Lunch Time
Presentations (both on Zoom and face-to-face) in our list
of Classes and features. Presenters are drawn from within
our own membership as well as externally and include
topics on important issues – such as the environment
and anti-corruption – as well as a multitude of matters of
public interest which invite comment and are important to
community discussion.

Join U3A Ringwood in 2022
for lots of fun and learning
– Lynn Blackbell and Heather McCracken

This is a very important time of the year for U3A
Ringwood, starting as it did with our Welcome Day at
the Kevin Pratt Pavilion, Mullum Road Ringwood on
Wednesday 2 February 2022. As one of Victoria’s oldest
U3A associations, we are very proud of our role in our
community and we always welcome new membership.
Notwithstanding the challenges of the pandemic, our
membership has remained steady and we are hopeful of
an increase.

This year, we are offering a wide range of classes. These
include courses to help people develop a range of
skills to make better use of computers and information
technology, learning a language and learning to write
more effectively. There are opportunities to explore
your family history, plan your next trip, share your love
of books and films with others in a Book Club or a film
appreciation group. On offer are classes to help you
tackle cryptic crosswords, become adept in games such
as scrabble and mahjong or learn line dancing. You may

We meet at three different locations in Ringwood:
the Parkwood Community Hub, in Tortice Drive, the
Kevin Pratt Pavilion and the Ringwood Scout Hall in
Ringwood North.

Council’s website to find out what projects are currently
happening around the city. Listed below are several of the
projects currently open for consultation.

Community consultation

Extreme weather events

and the City of Boroondara

Input is being sought from people over 55 on how they
prepare for and stay safe during an extreme weather
event. This will help guide emergency management
planning, actions and response. The survey closes on
Sunday 27 February 2022.

Eastsider News endorses the strong commitment by
the City of Boroondara to community consultation. Over
many years, the Council has provided opportunities
for its local residents to have an input into its decision
making. This has included surveys, calls for submissions,
participation in workshops and advisory bodies,
opportunities to ask questions at public meetings and of
individual councillors.
We encourage all Boroondara residents to participate
in these opportunities. Local Governments are an
increasingly important factor in our everyday lives and
have a significant role in the social, economic and
cultural aspects of our community. Open and accessible
consultation contributes to high quality decision making
that reflects a commitment to democracy, transparency
and scrutiny.

want to improve your wellbeing
by joining a tai chi or yoga
class. To feed your mind, you
could attend classes in topics
as diverse as international affairs, the law as it impacts
elders, and aboriginal life during earlier times. And for
those with a yen to be more creative, there are classes in
art appreciation, poetry writing, and craft activities.
Historically, classes commence because of membership
interests and, of course, may be expanded or adjusted in
line with membership interest from time to time.
New members are particularly welcome and you can
be sure that our current membership will endorse the
important and positive role that our Association plays
in their lives. Check out the U3A Ringwood website at
https://www.u3aringwood.org.au/ to find out how to join
in the fun.
Lynn Blackbell and Heather McCracken, Publicity
Officers at U3A Ringwood

Draft Boroondara Bicycle Strategy 2022
The draft Boroondara Bicycle Strategy is the City’s
plan for the next 10 years to improve bicycle
infrastructure and increase and support the number of
people using bicycles to travel. You are invited share
your feedback on the draft strategy before midnight
Monday 28 February 2022
Recent consultations now closed include two proposals
to be funded by the Australian Government as part of its
Urban Congestion Fund. The first is to build a new car
parking facility with around 490 spaces at the existing
Liddiard Street Council-owned car park in Hawthorn; the
second is to build a new car parking facility with around
200 spaces at the existing Wattle Valley Road Councilowned car park in Canterbury.

Boroondara’s Procurement Policy
The Procurement Policy outlines the following best
practice principles for Council’s procurement activities
and provides the basis of Council’s Procurement
Guidelines, which detail our internal procurement
procedures. The survey closes on Monday 28
February 2022.

Boroondara is currently calling for input on a diverse
range of matters. Check out the Projects page on the

Tree Destruction
in Whitehorse

WCC’s visionary Urban Forest Strategy was endorsed by
Council in December 2021. That policy must be backed
up by appropriate budget allocations in 2022. Despite
recent good work, it is obvious that insufficient has been
done for many, many years to replace trees lost, and to
garner support from ratepayers to value the economic,
psychological and amenity benefit of trees.

– Ross Gillespie

There is a good chance that you are one of the thousands
of Whitehorse residents who have stood outside a
development block over the past ten years and scratched
their head, asking of themselves, ‘How could this
destruction have been given the go ahead?’ If so, you
have to feel for the folks living around Churchill St Mont
Albert.

Consider this. The rate of loss of tree canopy in
Whitehorse through development pressures and
government infrastructure projects is alarming. Tree
canopy cover has now fallen to 18%. Council aspires to
turn around the losses and to increase the canopy cover
to 27% by 2031. That will not happen without substantial
changes from Council. The current trajectory will in fact
lead to a decrease of 1% of canopy cover every two
years! This has to be reversed.

These photos show Churchill Street pre and post mass
tree removal – courtesy of the Level Crossing Removal
Authority (LXRA). The photos you are looking at are 1 Km
from the Mont Albert Road crossing!

In the same month that Council passed the Urban
Forest Strategy, Councillors approved the removal of five
eucalypt trees in the front yard of 110 Blackburn Road.
This is but one of dozens of perverse decisions over the

Photo credit Chris Trueman

Whitehorse City Council (WCC) opposed tree destruction
in its submissions to LXRA about the overall Mont Albert
crossing removal plans.

years. CROWAG Inc. (Combined Residents of Whitehorse
Action Group) is supporting a group of many local
residents who are calling for Council to conduct a forum,
in collaboration with our affiliate groups, to address
how the environment can be better protected across
Whitehorse.
CROWAG wants the Council to “walk the talk” and to
seek to retain or remediate significant trees, ahead of
approving tree removal. Such approvals fly in the face of
the fine words Council expressed about tree destruction
by the LXRA.
CROWAG’S purpose is to strengthen the voices of
the many individuals, groups and associations across
Whitehorse who advocate for better planning outcomes,
tree protection and landscape maintenance, and
improvement in governance. We believe that a strong
combined voice will lead to the best environmental and
community outcomes possible.
Besides Mont Albert LXRA and keeping a close watch
on numerous tree clearing applications that are made
annually, there is other work to do. Along with affiliate
members like the Blackburn & District Tree Society,
Blackburn Village Residents Group, and others, in the
past year CROWAG made representations to WCC,
State Government and other bodies on behalf of the
community. This includes submissions to reviews for
the Environmental Effects of the Suburban Rail Loop,
the Surrey Hills/Mont Albert level crossing removals
and improving the Operation of Rescode Review. If you
are a resident or community group and you are sensing
like-mindedness with CROWAG in these matters, please
make contact with us. We are only as strong as the
voices behind us.
Ross Gillespie, President, CROWAG.
Email: crowag.inc@gmail.com
Web: www.crowag.org
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Recent legislation grants the Suburban
Rail Loop Authority planning power over
vast areas which extend in a circle at a
radius of 1.6 kilometres from each of the
Suburban Rail Loop stations (eg Box
Hill and Burwood), and our councils of
Boroondara and Whitehorse will need to
be actively involved in making sure that
local communities benefit.

Suburban Rail Loop
sweeping impacts on
surrounding suburbs

– Yvonne Bowyer, Geoff White, Susannah Aumann,
Greg Buchanan
The Andrews Victorian government is rolling out the
most extensive infrastructure program in our history and
the transformation of areas around Melbourne is well
underway. The rail project removing Surrey Hills and Mont
Albert railway stations from the shopping villages and
positioning a ‘super station’ on Lorne Parade Reserve
and residential streets is one of many examples.

Tree loss woes
in Whitehorse
– Dianne Tribe, Michael Hassett

A significant number of residents of Whitehorse are
becoming increasingly concerned and even angered by
the ongoing loss of tree canopy in the municipality.
On the one hand, Whitehorse council is doing some
excellent work through its Parks and Gardens for Wildlife
programs where we see wetlands being rejuvenated,
and hundreds of trees planted in parks and nature strips.
On the other hand, the loss of mature canopy trees on
private land, continues relentlessly, through or in spite of,
the Planning system.
Full marks to Council for its adoption of an updated
Urban Forest Strategy for 2021 to 2031 and for ambitious
goals to increase the canopy area. The strategy
explains the benefits of tree cover in improved health
and wellbeing, mitigating extreme hot weather impacts
(urban heat island effect) and supporting bird and wildlife
habitat. However, the strategy makes sobering reading.
We learn that:
• Canopy has declined from 20.3 percent in 2014 to
18 percent in 2018, meaning the canopy cover has
reduced by 11.3 percent in just four years;
• Whitehorse canopy cover is less than that of its
neighbours, Maroondah, Manningham and Boroondara;
and
• Of the canopy cover, 11 percent is on private land, 3
percent on road reserves and 3 percent on parks and
reserves.

The joy and
importance
of words
– Ray Peck

Although I taught mathematics for thirty years, I have
always loved words and playing with them. Puns and
limericks are great fun. One of my favourite limericks,
recommended for all those who struggle with the last
line, is Spike Milligan’s “There was a young man called
Wyatt” (Worth a look at the very young Milligan. Many
famous writers have dabbled with the limerick, and some
are too rude to be printed here. George Bernard Shaw
commented on this – with a limerick of course:
Langford Reed saved the limerick verse,
From being taken away in a hearse.
He made it so clean,
Now it’s fit for a queen,
Re-established for better or worse.
More recently my wife and friends have been spared
from limericks because of Wordle, a new addictive online
game where you get six attempts and clues to guess the
14
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Mont Albert Village and heritage areas in
Surrey Hills and Mont Albert will come
under the control of this new authority.
Residents may not realise that if they
live within a 1.6km radius of the Box Hill
Suburban Rail Loop station, they face the
prospect of high-rise development that
could dramatically impact landscape,
vegetation, liveability, heritage, residential
amenity, and traffic flows. The targeting of
Mont Albert and Surrey Hills for increased
density is a major concern.
The Surrey Hills and Mont Albert Progress Association
has made a submission on the Suburban Rail Loop
Environment Effects Statement. Other submitters include
Whitehorse City Council and other councils, groups
and individuals along the 90-kilometre corridor of the
project. Public submissions will be heard in March by
an independent panel. any submissions raise concerns
with the extraordinary planning powers of the project as
well as the loss of parkland, urban design, impacts on
shopping villages and larger commercial areas and direct
amenity affects for residents. For more information, see
www.surreyhillsprogress.org.au

The Suburban Rail Loop legislation erodes the powers
of local government and the rights of residents. The
Suburban Rail Loop Minister will have absolute planning
control for approximately a quarter of the Whitehorse
municipality (due to the Box Hill and Burwood Suburban
Rail Loop stations and 1.6km radial precincts). Municipal
councils around the planned loop (Suburban Rail Loop
East), from Bayside and Kingston to Whitehorse, have
expressed strong reservations about the government’s
approach as they face the loss of planning powers over
such large areas of their municipality.

The strategy aims to increase canopy cover to 27 percent
by 2031, an increase of 9 percent or 576 hectares. This
ambitious goal applies if no existing canopy is lost. If it
is, then even more must be planted and will struggle to
reach canopy status (more than three metres tall), in just
ten years. it will take decades to replace mature trees that
are up to 20 metres tall.
Council recently brought in a planning overlay (SLO
9) that supposedly protects the whole municipality by
requiring a planning permit to remove or lop any large
canopy tree. It augments overlays that were already in
force in specific areas. Yet Council routinely approves
such applications and concerned residents are now
saying “enough is enough”.
A recent decision
to allow five
canopy trees
(pictured) to
be destroyed
in Blackburn,
has galvanised
residents into
action. Council
has been asked to
convene a public
forum to answer questions from the community on how
planning decisions can be reconciled with the Urban
Forest Strategy and in particular, to probe the quality of
supposedly expert arborist advice upon which the council
bases its decisions. We hope to have a response from
Council in the near future.
Dianne Tribe, Blackburn and District Tree Preservation
Society Inc. Michael Hassett, Whitehorse resident
five-letter word of the day. Don’t be fooled by the fake
apps. The real Wordle is a website.
I am currently reading The Dictionary of Lost Words by
Pip Williams which engagingly recounts the methodology
behind the first Oxford English Dictionary through the
eyes of a young woman. Esme collects words from the
Scriptorium that are neglected by the dictionary men and
later seeks out words related to women’s experiences.
Her encounters with old Mabel at the Covered Market are
amusing and memorable.
Relatedly, in her article in The Conversation, “Five lifeaffirming words we should bring back into use”, Sara
Pons-Sans highlights five terms recorded in the Oxford
English Dictionary that are connected, in different ways,
with the importance of appreciating and loving oneself,
one another and life in general. My favourite is mesology:
the science of achieving happiness. While Pons-Sanz
questions how happiness can be measured, she is
intrigued with the possibility of mesology in the school
curriculum alongside biology.
Interestingly, in 2019, New Zealand adopted the
Happiness Index metric, announcing a new budget
that focused on improving the prosperity of local

Box Hill Baptist Church
The first fifty years
Box Hill Historical Society

On Sunday, 20 February 2022 at 2pm, the Box
Hill Historical Society will be sponsoring an event
featuring Lorraine Mitchell speaking on “Box Hill
Baptist Church: The first fifty years”
Established in 1900, Box Hill’s Baptist Church
emerged from the strong Methodist presence in
the district, and had in its foundation members,
some of its most notable citizens. Mirroring the
suburban growth of the era, the church prospered,
becoming one of Melbourne’s largest Baptist
Churches by mid-century.
The event will take place at the Box Hill Library
Bert Lewis Room (Meeting Room 1), 1st Floor
1040 Whitehorse Road, Box Hill. Visitors are most
welcome; admission is a gold coin donation.
To find out more phone the event organiser on
03 9285 4808

communities. All new spending must advance one of
five government priorities: improving mental health,
reducing child poverty, addressing the inequalities faced
by indigenous Maori and Pacific island people, thriving
in a digital age, and transitioning to a low-emission,
sustainable economy. How inspiring it would be if
Australia’s major political parties followed New Zealand’s
lead and incorporated mesological requirements into their
2022 election platforms.
Ray Peck, Hawthorn, Vic
Listed here are Ray’s suggestions for more reading on
this topic:
https://theconversation.com/five-life-affirming-wordswe-should-bring-back-into-use-174848
https://examples.yourdictionary.com/limerickexamples.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/
jamesellsmoor/2019/07/11/new-zealand-ditches-gdpfor-happiness-and-wellbeing/?sh=7bd5dc351942

1 Karobran Drive Vermont South VIC 3133
(03) 9803 2335 www.vslc.org.au

A new term is about to begin at Vermont South Learning
Centre and we are very excited to once again be a hub
for our community to learn, grow and connect.
To meet the needs of our community, our on-site
community Café is extending its opening hours and will
now be open from 9am to 3:30pm (Monday to Friday).
Whether you’re just passing by, need a coffee or some
lunch, or are doing the drop-off/pickup, we invite you to
come along and enjoy the peaceful surrounds of the café
and our delicious new menu incorporating fresh seasonal
produce.
A new term also means some new affordable and
interesting courses are on offer that can help you expand

your job or study horizons or just scratch that itch to
learn something new. Ever wanted to know how to
make that perfect cup of coffee? Why not join our
Introduction to Barista & Coffee Making Skills course,
taught right here on-site in our café? Or perhaps you’re
ready to pen the next great novel. In which case you can
jump into our Creative Writing for Adults course and start
on that journey!
That’s just scratching the surface of what we have
on offer in our Vocational, IT, Adult Literacy, General
Interest, Children’s, Art & Craft and Health courses, so
please get in touch if you’d like to find out more, or visit
our website to see our latest program guide

A community
where all people
belong and thrive

https://a.vslc.org.au/term1-2022
In 2022 there are also still plenty of social events that
we’ve missed and are eager to catch up on. You can
make use of our spacious Function Room which can be
hired at affordable rates, and is perfect for parties and
all kinds of events. If you have any questions about the
services we offer, please do get in touch either in person,
via phone or email. We look forward to seeing you at
Vermont South Learning Centre very soon!
Tiri Pestrivas
Marketing & ICT Officer
marketing@vslc.org.au

The Danny Frawley Centre
Rotary Club of Mont Albert
and Surrey Hills
St Kilda Football
Club and the Danny
Frawley Centre
join with MASH to
establish a research
scholarship
Mental health is a major social issue. Too many of us
have been touched and deeply hurt by family members
and friends who have been unable to cope with stresses
associated with living our lives. The pandemic has only
worsened these issues.
In March 2021, The Rotary Club of Mont Albert & Surrey
Hills (MASH) held its first Lift the Lid Walk to raise funds
for mental health.

Eley Road
Retarding Basin

…a lost opportunity?
– Graham Ross
Something doesn’t smell quite right at Eley Road
Retarding Basin. Not that members of the public could
find out the source, because this patch of green space,
is ringed by a three-metre high chain link fence hung
with signs prohibiting entry. The five acres of green open
space is tantalising in its potential as a tranquil park and
wetland. A potential oasis for both existing residents
around the basin and the new and arriving residents
of the adjacent Burwood Brickworks, the area remains
fenced off for the foreseeable future. The future of this
site could and should be very different.
The facts are difficult to establish, but as far as we can
determine plans to construct a wetlands within the
Eley Road Retarding Basin (ERRB) have fallen through
following a breakdown in the discussions between
Melbourne Water, City of Whitehorse, and Frasers
Property (the developer of the Burwood Brickworks
Development). KooyongKoot Alliance, consisting of 17
individual volunteer environment groups formed to be a
voice for the Gardiners Creek catchment, is profoundly
disappointed.

This year, on Sunday 20 March 2022, The Danny Frawley
Centre (started in 2021 by the St Kilda Football Club) is
joining with us to run the second Lift the Lid Walk. MASH
has committed to a 3.5 year mental health research
scholarship to be run by a Victorian University, pitched at
the PhD level. Danny (Spud) Frawley was an iconic media
figure and ex St Kilda Football Club captain. He suffered
from severe mental illness.
The Lift the Lid Walk will be held on Sunday 20 March
2022 at Deakin University. A football clinic will also be
run on the day by the St Kilda Football Club. This will
be a great family day for all Eastsiders. Please come
and support (and help if you can) Rotary MASH in this
fantastic initiative.

Over two years ago, Melbourne Water apparently
withdrew their support for the project on seeing the final
plans of the developer. With the Brickworks development
now largely complete, Frasers Property Australia want to
amend the Development Plan to remove the proposed
wetland at the Eley Road Retarding Basin.
Within the over 20 hectare site, it seems that roughly
eight separate developments approvals were based on
Fraser’s earlier commitment that a downstream wetland
would treat some-to-all of the associated stormwater
runoff. So prominent was this wetland that its image
– specifically an earlier onsite iteration that has now
been replaced by the ornamental pond – features on
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) Strategy.
Melbourne Water is now giving Frasers the option to pay
$222,000 to financially offset the pollution that was to
be filtered by a wetland. Many reports show that offsets
are not effective in preventing harm. The shopping
centre associated with Burwood Brickworks has been
honoured in the Premier’s sustainability awards. In our
view there is more to sustainability than green buildings,
that stormwater is an important piece of the sustainability
puzzle, perhaps the most important piece. We are asking
Frasers (and Melbourne Water and Whitehorse Council)
to revisit the development plan and reinstitute measures
to protect Gardiners Creek from the increase in polluting
stormwater from the development.
The Eley Road Retarding Basin was built in 1975 as an
area to hold back flood water and control its flow into
Gardiners Creek. We understand it performs that function,
though little else in terms of improving stormwater quality.
It is vacant space, full of potential.

Sunday 20 March 2022 at Deakin University
David Winter
MASH Co-president
Ph 0438 833 917

The timing of the opportunity for public to respond to the
proposed amendment was not ideal. The consultation
period opened just before Christmas and finished 18
January when most of Melbourne was on holiday.
The opportunity to submit on the proposed amendment
may now have passed, but it is in everyone’s interests
including the stakeholders, that this terrible decision
to cancel proposed wetlands and the lack of ambition
shown by them is looked at in a fresh light.
We cannot keep taking from the environment, we are
facing huge challenges to increase the resilience of our
urban green spaces as the climate warms. We are in a
climate and biodiversity emergency. The parties involved
in this series of events must act as if this is so. We have
to draw a line in the sand and say no more taking from,
and dumping into, the environment.
Please note that we have attempted to describe what
we understand of the situation at this time, based on our
research including network discussions. As a volunteer
group, the KooyongKoot Alliance does not claim to fully
comprehend the full story, nor to have full access to
the facts. We are not saying that any of the parties are
doing anything that they are not legally entitled to do.
The only thing that seems clear is that a series of events
and decisions have resulted in an outcome that would be
immensely unfortunate for the local and regional people
and environment, particularly in the current climate and
biodiversity emergency. The purpose in this contribution
is to advocate for places that support people, place and
the planet.
Graham Ross is Convenor of the KooyongKoot Alliance
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Back to school

are commensurate with the development
of students and their intellectual, social,
and emotional growth. The motto,
Be Safe, Be Fair, Be Kind is extolled
through the interactions that occur on
a continual basis at all levels of school
community life. Importantly, he says, we
look with enthusiasm and anticipation
to the sustainable development and
enhancement of our school in 2022 and
beyond. We have much to achieve and
even more to celebrate.

It has been a very hard challenging time for parents,
schools and students to figure out how to respond to
COVID-19 over the last two years and now into 2022.
Government and private school policies have not made
it easier for teachers to understand what was possible to
do, and what they would try to do. There is now a strong
community desire to positively support the schools in a
changing environment in ways which parents, students
and teachers and boards can benefit from.
We hope that some of our schools across the Eastsider
News community will write articles for the next edition
about how they are now progressing in these new and
challenging times.
It is worth reflecting on just how important our schools
have been to our community over time. Small private
schools began in the 1850s. When the Education Act
(Vic) was passed in 1872, Victoria was the first of the
Australian colonies to set up a central public school
system based on the principles of free, secular and
compulsory education. All children aged 6 to 15 years
were required to attend school unless they had a
reasonable excuse.

A part of local school history is Surrey
Clothing. Originally in Union Road and now
in Box Hill, the company has a very high
reputation for making school uniforms for
many students over many years.
An expanded Chatham Primary 2009

to the attainment of excellence, the promotion of lifelong learning, and who believe that students’ health,
safety, and wellbeing are essential to their learning and
development.
Chatham Primary School began in 1927. It now reflects
an eclectic mix of buildings, including heritage school
buildings combined with a more recent two storey Junior
School building. Principal Christopher Cotching says
the school exudes an enduring sense of community and
belonging. It is a school with significant traditions of
respect and regard for past endeavours, contributions,
and achievements. This goes together with a highly
engaged, expectant and aspirational culture seeking
development and improvement for the wonderful times
ahead. It is also a place with connections to immediate
community, past parents and grandparents and others
immersed in the diversity and opportunity afforded by
community life.

Surrey Hills Primary
School Principal
Travis Paterson

Pandemicisms
So many coronavirus jokes
out there, it’s a pundemic!
Finland has just closed their borders no one will be
crossing the finish line
Now is not the right time to surround yourself with
positive people.
Due to the quarantine, I’ll only be telling inside
jokes.
There will be a minor baby boom in nine months
and then one day in 2033 we shall witness the rise
of the quaranteens
The World Health Organisation has announced that
dogs cannot contract COVID-19. Dogs previously
held in quarantine can now be released. To be clear
WHO let the dogs out?

Surrey Primary early 1900s

Surrey Hills Primary School
began in 1890 in Beatrice
Avenue. Today’s Principal Travis
Paterson speaks of modern
times where the school is
committed to maximising the
educational opportunities for all
students, striving for continuous
improvement and living each
day according to a set of shared
values. He says they are proud
of their staff who are committed

We are now all facing a challenging
future, so, parents, students, teachers
and schools, best wishes from the community for a safe,
productive, enjoyable, and great year ahead.

Why do they call it the novel coronavirus… it’s a
long story! I’ll tell you a coronavirus joke now but
you’ll have to wait two weeks to see if you’ve got it.
I ran out of toilet paper and had to start using old
newspapers. Times are rough.
Chatham Primary School Principal Christopher Cotching
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Christopher says the school expresses values of
respect, responsibility, resilience, learning, honesty,
and partnership. These values and their associated
behaviours are inculcated across the school in ways that

What do you call a panic buying of sausage and
cheese in Germany? The Wurst Kase scenario.
The grocery store in France looked like tornadoes
hit them, and all that’s left is de brie.

EastsiderNews
In the next edition
The deadline for articles for the next edition of Eastsider
News is 25 March 2022, with the edition due to go online
early April. We try to maintain diversity and give priority to
those which are time relevant, so make sure you submit
your article as soon as possible at
eastsidernews1@gmail.com

Have you got something to say?
The April 2022 edition is our 11th edition. This marks
a year and a half since our first edition in September
2020, an amazing milestone considering the challenges
and disruptions that have occurred over that time. We
rely on the active interest and involvement of our local
communities to provide the material we publish and keep
this little enterprise afloat.
Articles for Eastsider News come through word-of-mouth
contacts from a variety of personal and community
networks. The high quality of the writing and the diversity
of the topics covered has reassured us that there is a
strong need for and interest in what we are doing. We
encourage you to continue submitting your news, stories,
ideas, photos, letters to the editors, and advertisements
for the next and subsequent editions. See the submission
guidelines on this page.
Email eastsidernews1@gmail.com

Page 9 Quizling Answers
1. Scarlet, carmine, carnation, caramel
2. Singin’ in the Rain
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Guidelines for writing articles

The guidelines for writing for Eastsider News are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length and quality: ranging from 400-700 words, occasionally longer, but always well written, and concise
Relevance: local public interest, but sometimes with a broader context
Style: personal, but varied – story, humour, technical, creative, cartoons, etc
Evidence-based: transparency about whether it is factual or opinion
Language: can be expressive, but respectful and non-defamatory, with a focus on information, ideas, or issues,
Text: to be submitted as an unformatted Word document by email
Photos and graphics: to be submitted as stand-alone 300dpi resolution jpegs by email eastsidernews1@gmail.com
Author’s information: name and suburb for publication, an email address for follow-up but not publication. An author’s
headshot and short bio is optional
• The Editors will usually accept material as written, but may make minor changes to improve clarity, readability, or focus.

The types of articles are expected to include:
• General interest: local environment, planning and development, social issues, health, etc
• Local activity centres and organisations: community centres, schools, churches, social groups, sports clubs, business,
service clubs, universities, etc
• Socio-demographic groups: eg ethnic, age, ability, household types, etc
• Council business: Boroondara and Whitehorse ward reports, consultations, etc
• Personalities: interviews with interesting ‘ordinary’ people, and related events
• Culture, hobbies: art, music, recipes, eating out – and more.

We publish a new edition online every two months but, to stay accurate and relevant, online versions may be
added to and updated more frequently. We are planning to do a limited print edition for community distribution
twice a year, when funds become available www.eastsidernews.org.au

